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Abstract 

A comparative overview will be presented of domestic policies 

(macroeconomic and agricultural) in Kenya, Malawi and Tanzania and their 

influence on the extent and character of agricultural growth. The 

contribution of the World Bank to agricultural grc ,"Jl in the thr.ee countries 

will then be reviewed, from the perpectives of both policy advice and lending 

provided by the Bank. The presentation will be based upon the findings of 

case studies of the Bank's involvement in the three East African countries, 

carried out under DRD's Managing Agricultural Development in Africa (MADIA) 

Research Project. 
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PART II 

ACTIVITIES OF THE WORLD BANK IN KENYA, MALAWI AND TANZANIA 

Preface 

Part I of this paper provided a comparative overview of the 

macroeconomic and sectoral policies of Kenya, Malawi and Tanzania·with a 

particular focus on policies and performance in their agricultural sectors. 

The policy environments reviewed in Part I have provided the context in which 

World Bank agricultural operations have functioned in each country. They have 

played a critical role in determining the extent to which Bank lending to 

agriculture has or has not been successful. They have, of course, in turn 

also been influenced by Bank economic and sector analysis, policy advice and 

lending. It is tb the topic of this interaction between country policy 

environments and Bank analysis, advice and lending that ~e now turn. 

Part II, which follows, first examines World Bank economic and sector 

analysis and advice in each country. It then review~ the pattern and content 

of project lending to agriculture in each. Finally, it examines the Bank's 

experience with structural and sectoral lending. In treating this threefold 

involvement of the Bank in each country, we attempt to show the relationship 

(or lack thereof) between economic and sectoral analysis and the content of 

projects financed. We also examine the results of the policy advice and 

lending provided to each recipient country. The paper ends with some brief 

conclusions that emerge from this review of the Bank's experience in the three 

East African countries. 



IV. BANK ECONOMIC AND SECTORAL ANALYSIS AND POLICY ADVICE 

A. Introduction 

The Bank's economic advice to Kenya, Malawi and Tanzania has been 

provided either in the context of economic and sect~ral analysis or the 

financing of investments. This first section (IV) summarizes the Bank's 

economic assessments of each of the three countries and indicates how these 

assessments have changed over time. Section V examines the lending programs 

in each and relates this to general policy advice provided by the Bank. 

Bank economic analysis has consisted of basic economic reports, 

anriual economic memoranda and agricultural sector reports through which 

periodic assessments have been made of the countries' economic (or sectoral) 

performances, policies and potentials. Also, areas have been identified in 

which policy (and, in the more recent period, also institutional) reforms have 

been considered necessary. These reports have also been a vehicle for 

identifying a lending program for the Bank. Major basic.economic rep~rts were 

written for Kenya and Tanzania between 1973 and 1977 as well as agricultural 

sector reports for all three countries. In the early 1980s another basic 

economic report was produced for Kenya and an agricultural sector report was 

written for each of the countries. In between (and subsequently) there have 

been periodic updating economic memoranda. 

A considerable amount of informal sector work has also been done on 

specific issues in Kenya such as on agricultural credit, land policy, input 

supply and grain marketing and in Malawi on food security and land policy. As 

policy reform has become more important, the resources devoted to issue 

specific informal sector work, e.g., budget rationalization or parastatal 
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finances, have greatly increased relative to the more comprehensive basic 

economic report work. 

In general, however, the Bank's reports have tended to suffer from 

lack of microeconomic analysis of some of the most fundamental processes of 

development. We will demonstrate in this part of the paper that it is the 

lack of adequate links between macroeconomic, sectoral ana~ys;s and micro 

level processes influencing the decisions of individual economic actors that 

has often limited the effectiveness of the Bank's policy advice and lending 

program. This problem continues, in our view, despite the greater degree of 

specificity of topics being examined in recent years and the increased 

knowledge accumulated from concentrating analysis on individual subsectors, 

e.g., the attention given to parastatals. 
.. 

Another striking feature of the Bank's economic work has been the 

lack of agricultural economics input (especially micro but also sectora~) in 

the preparation of many of its Economic· Reports. This once again in qur view 

reflects the lack of an adequate appreciation of the need for both in-depth 

knowledge of the sector and the need to link that knowledge to macroeconomic 

processes. The Basic Economic Reports for Kenya {1974) and Tanzania (1977) 

had annexes on agriculture and each drew on earlier agricultural sector 

reports (but contradicted some of the major conclusions in those reports). 

The 1983 Basic Economic Report for Kenya included some excellent analysis on 

agriculture in the annexes of the report. Unfortunately, its significance for 

major economic policies was not explored in the main body of the report. In 

fact, the latter contradicted several of the conclusions contained in the 
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annexes.!/ Given the overwhelming importance of agriculture in these 

economies, we have found quite striking the omission ih this work of a central 

treatment of the process of agricultural development and its relationship to 

overall economic development. 

The contradictory conclusions on specific issues contained in 

different Bank reports that were produced at similar times (a~d even at times 

found in the same report, as mentioned above) have sometimes made it difficult 

for us to establish precisely what the Bank's positions were on a given 

issue. This is also a problem for the recipient governments, especially as 

the reasons for the differences in conclusions are not usually contained in 

the reports. They appear to result more from the differing perspectives of 

the individuals involved rather than necessarily being based on thorough 

analysis of the situation, including explicit comparisons of conflicting 

viewpoints. This problem is compounded by the fact that there is a lack of an 

institutional memory and therefore an historical treatme~t of the rea~ons for 

changes in the conclusions reached. 

In light of the above, it is perhaps not surprising that there was 

only a weak connection between the spirit of the Bank's individual economic 

and sector reports and the way the Bank's lending program evolved in the 

1970s. Nevertheless, it is possible to discern some central tendencies. We 

focus on these first by identifying the content of economic and sectoral 

judgements made in each country. 

It is important to note at the outset the great diversity of issues 

treated in the Bank's work on the three countries despite the many 

1/ See Chapter I, Lele and Meyers, op cit. 
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similarities between them in terms of possible types of growth and how these 

might be exploited through a systematic agricultural s·trategy. This diversity 

appears to be the result of a lack of a common analytical framework, albeit 

informal, for identifying constraints to and potentials for growth. It also 

reflects a minimally data based orientation to agricultural sector and 

economic work, especially with respect to the importance o~ ~iewing the 

experience of any given country from a b~oader cross. country perspective. 

Consequently personalities rather than a framework and facts have frequently 

unduly influenced the scope and conclusions of the Bank's analysis. We 

document these points by reporting below the main themes of the Bank's 

economic and sector work in each country and also by comparing these themes 

across countries, in light of where growth occurred or could occur (as 

discussed earlier i~ Part I). In Section V we examine the size, the pattern 

and the impact of the Bank's lending program and pick up again the theme of 

the Bank's policy advice in connection with lending. 

While we have reviewed reports beginning from the period in the 1960s 

when the Bank first commenced its operations in each of the three countries, 

we focus on the period of 19IO to 1986. This is because the bulk of the 

Bank's lending growth in East Africa, and its heightened concern with 

development, took place in the 1970s after Mr. McNamara's 1973 Nairobi speech. 

The Bank deserves very high marks in its economic (especially basic 

and sector) reports for focussing attention on the central importance of the 

smallholder agricultural sector in the overall economic development of each of 

the three countries. It is in the translation of this concern into advice and 

investments that problems have occurred. This is in part a result of the 

aforementioned poor link between the Bank's macroeconomic and agricultural 
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sectoral work. Key general policy concerns through which we illustrate this 

problem are: 

1. The Bank's treatment of equity issues, especially its approach to 

reconciliation of equity and growth in its policy analysis and project 

fin~ncing; 

2. The Bank's treatment of international market ~ro~pects and 

domestic p~icing issues in its economic and lending work; 

3. The importance attached by the Bank to resource transfers vis-a

vis that attached to long term institutional and manpower development in order 

to increase the capacities of governments to utilize resources more 

efficiently; 

4. The Bank's treatment of policy reform in the 1980's and the 

relationship of this treatment to issues identified by the Bank as being 

critical policy concerns in earlier periods. 

B. Policy Advice to Kenya 

1. Changes Over Time in the Overall Polity Context 

We established in Part I that there are major differences in the 

agricultural policies and performance of Kenya, Tanzania and Malawi despite 

considerably commonality in the types of crops they grow. These differences 

partly result from the fact that Kenya's economy has not suffered from major 

(domestically induced) macroeconomic distortions like that of Tanzania. Most 

of Kenya's institutions have moreover been more stable and effective than 

Tanzania's. Kenya has also not evidenced the acute structural problems of 

Malawi. The primary focus of the Bank's attention in Kenya has therefore been 

on sectoral issues (alth.ough we argue that both structural and institutional 
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issues have nonetheless figured in the Bank's economic analysis to a greater 

extent in Kenya than in Malawi and Tanzania, perhaps due to the greater 

openness of the Kenyan government to examination of these issues in the 

1970's). 

Given Kenya's relatively more conducive policy and institutional 

environment, it is reasonable to expect that the Bank's financial assistance . . 

"has been more effective in Kenya than in the other t~o countries. We will 

show that this has not been the case, and argue that the reasons lie more in 

the Bank's project selection and approval process, which succumbed to 

political pressures from the Kenyan government and pressure from the Bank's 

top management to expand lending to agriculture, rather thart in Kenya 1 s policy 

weaknesses. In Tanzania and Malawi, on the other hand, tfie important 

questions we will explore focus less on the effectiveness of the Bank's 

assistance -- which has been generally recognized to be low -- than on when 

the Bank detected major policy, institutional and struct~ral weakness .and how 

it interacted with the two governments to correct them; also how quickly this 

learning got reflected in the level and composition of lending, especially in 

the light of the way the governments reacted to policy advice. 

We will argue that the Bank's 1974 Kenya Economic Report was more on 

target in identifying constraints to Kenya's development, and in integrating 

its an~lysis of agriculture's fundamental role in Kenya's economic development 

with the policies, institutions and investment strategy needed for the type of 

overall development the Bank was supporting, than was the case either in 

Tanzania or Malawi. In Kenya there were stronger conceptual links between the 

Bank's sectoral and macroeconomic strategy than in the other two countries. 

In spite of this, some of the most important prescriptions that emerged from 
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the Bank's economic analysis in Keny• are question~ble in terms of their 

assessment of growth potential. Also the connection between the Bank's 

economic analysis and its agricultural portfolio has been weak. The projects 

financed in the 1970's were more a result of lending pressures within the Bank 

and political pressures emanating from Kenya than they were a product of Bank 

economic analysis. They were also influenced by the stance the Bank took at 

the time (worldwide) toward lending for expansion of tea and'coffee. The 

cumulative result of these factors was a large agricultural portfolio which, 

with the exception of a handful of projects (credit for smallholder dairying 

in addition to the tea and coffee projects), contributed little to Kenya's 

agricultural development. Paradoxically, precisely because of the lack of a 

close connection between macropolicy advice and lending, the tea and coffee 

projects made a useful contribution. 

Kenya's macroeconomic difficulties in the second hal( of the 1970's 

were a blessing in disguise because they led to the clos~ng down of a.number 

of Bank-funded projects, which Kenya was clearly better off without. Attempts 

by the Bank to promote macro and sectoral policy reform in Kenya were, 

however, less successful than they were in Malawi, partly because its weak 

project portfolio had been accompanied by an attitude in the Bank that most of 

the problems with the projects in Kenya were almost exclusively the result of 

the policies and weaknesses of the Kenyan government. This strained 

relationships with the Kenyans at a time when Kenya was in economic 

difficulty. Also the timing for policy changes urged by the Bank, such as 

grain marketing liberalization, unfortunately turned out to be inopportune as 

this coincided with the emergence of a severe drought, a situation which made 
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the government less willing to incur any risks that might be entailed by 

policy change. 

Budget rationalization is one major area in the 1980s in which a Bank 

sponsored lead in the agricultural sector appears to have had genuine impact 

as ~ell as broader p~yoffs in other sectors. However, given the lack of any 

major macro or structural weaknesses in Kenya (in which th~ Bank had a clearly 

demonstrated potential to be of assistance), and given the government's 

lukewarm reaction to such proposals as grain marketing liberalization, the 

· Bank appears to have returned to a strategy for agricultural development that 

focuses on agricultural research, extens.ion, etc., as well as on institutional 

issues such as parastatal reform problems that were at the heart of the 

project difficulties experienced in the 1970s. 

Import support funds have provided greater leverage for these reforms 

in the 1980's than did the vehicle of project lending in the 1970s. However, 

the legacy of the Bank's long-term involvement in Keny.an.agriculture also 

neccesitates that it have a more precise diagnosis of the reasons for past 

failures. Here we find a mixed story. To the extent that the lessons of past 

project experience can serve as a guide, the Bank is on the right track. On 

the other hand, to the extent that future success depends on doing things 

differently, including radically altering Bank procedures, it is less clear 

that the Bank will be able to achieve its objectives in Kenya either alone or 

in collaboration with other dono~s. 

2. The 1974 Basic Economic Report 

While the Bank's operations in Kenya began in 1953 when the first 

economic mission was mounted, and two agricultural proj~cts (focusing on 
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resettlement) were financed as early as the 1960s, .the 1974 Basic Economic 

Report (BER) was clearly a watershed in the Bank's relationship with Kenya. 

It followed McNamara's famous 1973. Nairobi speech and was the first 

comprehensive report prepared after Kenya's initial decade of Independence. 

The time was considered right for assessing the economic performance of the 

first decade, and for designing a strategy for the second. R~flecting the 

high es~eem and trust in which the Government held the Bank, it requested the 

Bank's input in the Third Plan (1974-78), which was then in draft form. 

Finally, the BER followed hard on the heels of the ILO/UNDP "Report on 

Employment, Incomes and Equality in Kenya". The ILO report's emphasis on the 

issues of unemployment and poverty had been reinforced by McNamara's Nairobi 

speech. It is therefore not surprising that these issues took center stage in 

the BER, which emphasized development of smallholder agriculture as 

fundamental to Kenya's overall development, a position the Bank has 

consistently adhered to over time. 

The BER concluded·that while Kenya's performance up to 1973 had been 

remarkable in expanding employment and alleviating the poverty of the lowest 

income groups, the Keny~n economy had reached a turning point. The task of 

mobilizing resources and using them efficiently was likely to become 

increasingly complex over the next decade. A fast pace of development might 

be harder to sustain, and the problems of widespread poverty and growing 

unemployment could worsen significantly, without a pronounced shift in the 

nature of the development process. (Summary and Conclusions, paras 2 and 3). 

Stressing the emergence of constraints on the resources available for 

development and the need to enforce a ''••• harsher discipline on the economic 

choices facing Kenya", the report called for a change in the pattern of 
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growth, so as to increase employment intensity, and for a change in the 

process of growth, so as to increase the efficiency of" resource use. This 

meant allocating a larger proportion of investment, foreign exchange and 

skilled manpower to directly productive sectors such as agriculture, and to 

rural roads, low-cost housing, etc. The report recommended that the average 

annual growth rate of agriculture should be raised from th~ 6.5% assumed in 

the Third Plan to 7.5%.!/ 

The BER also saw the strategies for agriculture and industry as 

highly complementary. Reform of the manufacturing sector involved eliminating 

inefficient firms and reducing the extent to which protection allowed industry 

to operate at the expense of agriculture and other sectors. A switch of 

emphasis from import substitution to resource-based export industries was 

recommended, a recommendation that we will document was not satisfactorily 

reflected in the Bank's lending program in the sugar and the cotton sectors. 

Implementing a dynamic agricultural strategy posed critical problems, . 

however. The report recognized that the overriding constraint on the 

development of an integrated export-oriented, agro-industrial sector was the 

"absorptive capacity of the agricultural sector" (emphasis added). It 

observed that the heart of the problem was to ''increase the sector planning 

capacity, and particularly the capacity to design large-scale productive 

programs for .the mass of small-scale farmers, in the Ministry of Agriculture" 

(para 5 .. 11). 

1/ The relevant question according to the report was not "Is a high rate of 
agricultural development possible", but rather "What needs to be done to 
attain a high rate of development" (para 5.03 and footnote 1, p. 40). 
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While recommending improvements·in the efficiency of project design 

and appraisal, the report stressed the need to avoid cbmplex social costing in 

favor of simple techniques, since the former could be "spuriously used to 

justify unsound projects and thus to mislead the policymaker". In any case, 

shadow pricing and other social costing methodology were not to be regarded as 

substitutes for bringing actual prices into line with the real economic 

scarcity value of domestic and foreign resources" (para 5.30).!/ It also 

stressed the importance of improving incentives to agriculture by reducing 

taxes, correcting interest rates, and aligning domestic and world market 

prices. The p~blic sector was also expected to become more efficient by using 

better project design and appraisal methods. 

1/ The Report singled out other key elements of a resource mobilization 
strategy, as follows: {i) domestic savings should be encouraged by 
raising deposit rates of interest and reforming the structure and 
operations of financial intermediaries; (ii) although management of 
public finances had been good, there was scope for obtaining more 
revenue through direct taxation: wealth and land taxes were proposed; 
(iii) the report cautioned against reliance on foreign commercial loans: 
"••• only a remarkably productive use of loans, combined with a package 
of really sound domestic policies, could justify such a course of 
action"; (iv) government should play an active role in identifying new 
opportunities for overseas investment and in seeking out potential 
investors; (v) it would be essential "to increase both the volume and 
effectiveness of official aid". Better coordination was needed, between 
technical assistance flows and capital aid, between different donors, 
and between competing domestic users. Greater attention was also to be 
given to identification, packaging and presentation of projects for 
external assistance; (vi) there was a need for donors to be ";J•• much 
more flexible in their aid programs, and more willing to initiate and 
experiment and join with Kenya in risky ventures when the stakes are 
high enough." In addition, donors had to learn to cooperate. 
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a. Evaluation of the BER 

The BER presented an excellent overall diagnosis·of Kenya's economy 

and recommended an appropriate macroeconomic strategy whose many components 

interlocked, especially in terms of the linkages between agriculture and the 

rest of the economy. With hindsight, however, the report's recommendations 

for the crucial agricultural sector now seem flawed in sev~ra~ respects. 

First, the idea that the critical shortage of agricultural policy planning and 

implementing capacity could be remedied by simply shifting macro planners to 

work on agriculture was naive, and underrated the importance of technical 

expertise for managing a moderni~ing agricultural sector. Second, the major 

increases in public investment in agriculture it called for were to be 

achieved primarily through large scale Integrated Area Projects rather than 

th~ough a phased approach aimed at improving Kenya's planning and implementing 

capacity, an approach that was recommended in the Bank's Tanzanian 

Agricultural Sector Report in 1974 (see below) and also in a study 

commissioned by the Bank at around the same time, based on an analysis of the 

experience of 20 agricultural and rural development projects.!/ 

The study of 20 projects had pointed out that integrated projects had 

been ineffective due to the demands they made on the limited planning and 

implementing capacity of recipient governments. Instead, it had recommended a 

sequential approach similar to that recommended in the Bank's 1974 Tanzanian 

Sector Report. A policy of financing Integrated Rural Development projects 

was simultaneously adopted by the Bank following Mr. McNamara's Nairobi 

1/ See U. Lele, The Design of Rural Development: Less~~s from Africa. 
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975: 
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speech. Also, informal but well understood guidelines were instituted that 

required that 25 percent of the Bank's resources be committed to agriculture 

and rural development resulting in a substantial growth of commitments to this 

sector in all three countries (see Section V). 

Third, new technologies were assumed to be available. This 

technological optimism had not been shared by the 1973 Agricultural Sector 

Report (ASR), which provided the basis for the BER's strategy. Apart from 

maize, for which hybrids had been successfully introduced in high potential 

areas of assured rainfall, the 1973 ASR had not been particularly sanguine 

about the prospects for new technologies -- either for maize (in other areas) 

or f~r several other crops. Tile Bank's subsequent economic and project work 

in Kenya has continued to be ambivalent on this important issue due to lack of 

systematic, extensive data based analysis of existing technologies within 

particu~ar crops a~d areas.!/ And while some limited farm management data 

certainly show high fertiiizer response coefficients in selected assured 

rainfall areas, as in the case of the IADP earlier, the T and V project has 

involved expansion of geographical coverage to 30 districts (albeit with a 

focus on the high potential portions of these districts). This problem of 

expansion of projects to additional areas, without clear evidence that 

technologies appropriate for these areas are available, has plagued Bank 

projects everywhere in Africa. 

Thus, while the completion report of the IADP concluded that lack of 
adequate technologies was one major reason for the project's failure, 
the subsequent T&V project was premised on existence of profitable 
technologies (see Lele and Meyers, op cit). 
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The ASR on which the BER was based also had weaknesses of its own. 

While the projects it proposed constituted the basis a·f the Bank's lending to 

Kenya, none were envfsaged for the development of technical crop packages, ·or 

for establishing a 'national agricultural research capacity (although such an 

effort had been mounted a decade earlier in Asia to address some of the same 

problems-- the IADP in India had not had any major impact.until the new 

technologies became available for wheat and rice). Moreover, the investments 

proposed in the ASR were not prioritized even though the ASR acknowledged the 

government's limited planning and implementing capacity and the uncertain 

availability of technical packages. Finally, on its own admission, the ASR's 

analytical foundations were shaky. For example, some of its recommendations 

were rather vague, "Some type of integrated area based program is the best 

approach ••• Such programs fo~m the backbone of the development effort in 

many countries, as for example, the Lilongwe Project in Malawi and the package 

programs in Ethiopia." 

Both pricing and marketing as well as land tenure issues, which were 

later to become major bones of contention between the government and the Bank, 

were addressed early on in the Bank's economic and sector work. With respect 

to grain marketing, the 1974 BER recommended loosening of direct controls and 

opening up of opportunities for more private initiative by limiting" ••• 

parastatal activity in grain markets to implementing government price and 

stock management programs". On land tenure, it urged the government to 

encourage and facilitate the sub-division of large farms into smallholdings, 

giving land titles to those who had de facto ownership. It also urged the 

development of a competitive land market. 
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One additional important policy position ~t this time concerned the 

rather pessimistic view the Bank took of export market prospects for tea and 

coffee. It then advised and has continued to advise the government to 

diversify out of these two crops. It also adopted a policy in 1972 of not 

financing expansion of tea (and coffee) production except in situations where 

countries had no other options. We have shown earlier tha~ K~nya's good 

agricultural performance in terms of reconciling agricultural growth with 

equity is explained mainly by its success in shifting to these two high value 

crops, actions which Kenya took in contradiction to the Bank's advice. Also, 

the effects of the Bank's lending with respect to this issue have ended up 

being inconsistent with the intent of its formal policy. Because the issue of 

expansion of tea and coffee production is currently of major importance for 

future growth in Kenyan agriculture, it is taken up below in the context of 

the Bank's more recent analysis and advice to Kenya. 

3. Economic Policy Assessment in Subsequent Reports 

Much of the policy dialogue on agriculture between 1974 and 1979 took 

place through project lending, which grew rapidly in line with the emphasis 

placed upon agriculture and rural development in McNamara's speech and the 

1974 BER. (The growth of the lending portfolio and its generally poor 

performance is discussed in Section V). Until the early 1980s, annual 

economic memoranda served more to report on new economic developments than to 

spell out a strategy. For example, they commented intermittently on the 

extent to which the prices of particular agricultural commodities maize, 

milk or beef -- had been out of line with border prices from year to year, 

noted the problem of maize surpluses (and deficits), and endorsed various 
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government commissions' conclusions that the maize board should be the buyer 

and seller of last resort. 

The Bank's treatment of the effects of weather, which caused great 

production and marketed surplus instability in Kenya in the 1970's, was, 

however, relatively casual and was in no way commensurate with the importance 

the government attached to food security. The reports tended_to criticize the 

government for the fact that realized international prices had not been in 

line with those formulated by the government (formulated nearly 18 months 

prior to the time they were to take effect) even though prices projected by 

the Bank also often did not materializeG Bank investments based on price 

projections, and the government's response to Bank advice on prices for 

commodities in which Bank investments were involved, were later to be major 

bones of contention, e.g., in the case of sugar (these issues are discussed in 
-

Section V on lending experience). 

The ecQnomic memoranda also commented on the lack of cost of 

production data (which hampered the government's ability to formulate 

agricultural pricing policies), the weak analytical capacity within the 

Ministry of Agriculture for policy formulation, and the need to draw more 

heavily on Kenyan professionals from IDS and the University of Nairobi for 

more basic analysis of the sector. These critical issues of creating 

analytical capacity in the government or of tapping the capacity that already 

exists in the University and the IDS have, however, not received priority in 

the Bank's program. The Bank's philosophy of capacity building contrasts with 

that of USAID, which has in many countries sought to str~ngthen indigenous 

analytical capacity by supporting research and analysis carried out by 

nationals. Also in contrast to the practices of USAID field offices, the Bank 
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uses few financial resources to finance local consultant input in economic and 

sector work.!/ Instead much of the Bank's economic work is done in Africa 

by the use of expatriate consultants from Western universities. 

The coffee boom in 1977 and 1978 and the second oil shock in 1979 

ushered in a turbulent period for Kenya's economy. Another BER was therefore 

begun in 1978, but was not completed until 1982; it incorpor~ted a review of 

macroeconomic developments and an evaluation of the policy reforms undertaken 

by the government. 

By 1979 accumulating implementation difficulties had led to the 

classification of several loans and credits approved in the 1974-79 period as 

"problem projects" and the ensuing macroeconomic policy dialogue increasingly 

emphasized agricultural sector issues. Reflecting these concerns, the 1981 

Country Economic Memorandum contained a separate annex on agriculture, and the 

1982 Basic Economic Report contained substantial annexes on agriculture and 

poverty. The 1982 BER argued that poverty in Kenya was ~argely rural,. and 

explored the relationship of both poverty and agricultural development to 

growth. A separate agricultural sector report was issued in draft form in 

1983 and in final form in 1986. The latter was preceded by a series of 

subsectoral reports on grain pricing and marketing, land and credit policy, 

input use, etc. 

4. Strategy Recommended by the 1982 BER 

By 1982, the Bank had a policy mandate to consider structural 

adjustment loans. It is therefore not surprising that the 1982 BER stressed 

!1 See U. Lele and A. Goldsmith, op cit. 
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that Kenya's problems were not exclusively caused by external developments and 

identified several fundamental structural problems, in~luding the slowing of 

agricultural growth, the diminishing scope for import substitution and the 

stagnation of nontraditional exports. 

It ascribed the slowdown in agricultural growth to (i) the reduced 

scope for expansion of agricultural production on new or u~de~utilized high 

potential land (a problem not fully recognized in the 1973 BER, which had 

projected an acceleration of the agricultural growth rate to 7.5% a year); 

(ii) the lack of readily available technical packages for farmers in the semi

arid zones; (iii) the limited opportunities for switching to higher value 

crops such as tea and coffee; (iv) government intervention in agricultural 

pricing and marketing; (v) severe problems in the management of vital programs 

and projects; and (vi) the pursuit of import su~stitution policies that 

favored industry at the expense of agriculture. 

Recognizing that between half and three fourths_of all addit~ons to 

the labor force would have to find agricultural jobs, the report concluded 

that ''the major constraints to achieving this are economic and policy related 

rather than technical and agronomic" (p. xvii). The priority areas for policy 

reform were identified as, being liberalization of the grain market and the 

issue of land titling, be~th of which were later to become conditions for 

structural adjustment lending. 

The 1982 BER all;o spelled out a number of ways to ~aise employment 

and output. If left unclear, however, to what extent Kenya's growth had been 

constrained by weak policies (as stated in the main body of the report), or 

limited by a whole range of technical factors (as suggested in the annex on 

agriculture). The Report also gave little indication of an appropriate 
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timeframe for dealing with the policy and technical problems outlined in the 

annex, thus leaving undefined the issue of optimum sequencing and phasing of 

proposed policy and technological reforms. 

A comparison between the main report and the annex on agriculture 

aptly illustrates the conflict between principles and practice in the Kenyan 

context. The main text's recommendations for revitalizing .th~ agricultural 

sector included "expanding the supply of agricultural land through irrigation, 

drainage, clearing of forest or dryland farming, switching cropping patterns 

to high value, high labor input crops such as tea and coffee, or intensifying 

land use through better farming practices and land redistribution" (p. xvii). 

The annex, however, spelled out some of the formidable technical 

constraints involved in these and other proposed sources of additional output 

and employment. First, it expressed "skepticism about irrigation due to its 

high cost (by then the $25,000 per ha costs of the Bank financed Bura had made 

irrigation questionable -- see discussion of this in Par~ V) and the 

"technical and economic problems in some irrigation schemes" (p. 348). 

Second, on the drainage of valley bottoms, which the main report recommended 

as being cheaper than irrigation, the annex pointed out the externalities of 

drainage development, the need for a strong government role in its 

organization and the difficulties of apportioning the costs and benefits in 

view of the "little experience with drainage projects in Kenya" (p. 350). The 

latter concern was an implicit admission that establishing government capacity 

for planning and undertaking valley bottoms development would entail a long 

term effort though this was not explicitly acknowledged in the report. 

Third, on the clearing of forest for crop development, especially for 

the expansion of tea, the annex noted "its highly controversial nature because 
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of its unknown ecological effects" (p. 350). In the specific case of tea, the 

main report said that the potential for tea expansion ~aS·limited. (The 

reasons were not spelled out but presumably centered on the Bank's long

standing concern with international market prospects). The annex observed 

however that "if, as claimed, 400,000 ha. of high potential (forest) land 

could be safely cleared, it would provide 800,000 jobs and Kn200,000.million 

of gross out~ut. In practice of course, it is highly unlikely that this 

amount of land could be planted to tea" (p. 351). The annex did not specify 

whether future development was expected to be impeded by the limited 

international market prospects, inadequate local planning and implementing 

capacity, competition from other crops, ecological problems associated with 

forest clearing, the loss of wildlife and tourist potential -- or a 

combination of several or all of these factors; the annex simply concluded 

that "There is little doubt ••• that converting forest to permanent crop land 

could significantly increase output and employment. But as long as 

environmental effects ••• remain unclear ••• extensive clearing of forest 

cannot be permitted" (p. 351). 

The question of whether tea production should be expanded is 

currently an important policy issue in Kenya~ The Bank's position on this all 

important issue is not clear. In its 1986 Sessional Paper the government 

adopted a policy of expanding tea and coffee production -- a policy that it 

pursued with much success in the 1970s. Consistent with the policy it adopted 

in 1972, the Bank has continued to recommend diversification out of tea and 

coffee on grounds of limited world markets. On the other hand, at the 

ope~ational level the Bank is currently actively participating in a review of 

the coffee subsector. In the case of tea, however, it has yet to address many 

of the technical problems of tea expansion associated with the reduction of 
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the forest land that were set forth in the 1983 BER. The Bank also continues 

to be against providing financing for expansion of te• and coffee production. 

Fourth, on the semiarid and arid ecological zones, the annex stressed 

their limited farming potential "contrary to the widespread perception that 

dryland farming could provide income and employment to much of Kenya's growing 

population" (p. 351). It also noted the effects of intensification on "the 

fragile environment of many marginal areas, high risks and limited land 

potential and the impact of their development through migration of population 

from high potential areas on the traditional pastoralism". It is noteworthy, 

however, that the Bank has little basis for making recommendations to the 

government on the important issu.e of land utilization in a long term 

context. The Bank's project lending has dealt with the problems of semi-arid 

areas mainly by investing in area development projects, with relatively 

limited success (i.e., Baringo and Narok). Few systematic, in-depth studies 

of land tenure or soil degradation have been undertaken,_especially s~udies 

that investigate migratory patterns, the nature of land markets and the 

fac~ors affecting them, ethnic factors affecting land access, etc. 

Fifth, as regards the high potential areas, the annex to the 1983 BER 

recognize4 the tremendous potential for shifting cropping patterns to high 

value labor intensive crops -- an issue, incidentally, that was not related in 

the BER to growing land pressures in semi-arid areas -- but the annex observed 

tbat the "most important li~it~tion on changing cropping patterns is the need 

to fit into the farming system -- as peak seasonal labor requirements 
Cl Cl. 

constrain production of some high value crops, (there are) high risks in 

complete specialization for low income small farmers due to weather and price 

induced risks, and (there is) the high degree of variability in the optimal 
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crop mix by farm size and region ••• finally the supporting services are 

inadequate" (p. 360).]/ 

The contrasts drawn above between the general policy reconunendations 

in the main text of the 1982 BER and the technical and sociopolitical problems 

identified in its annex on agriculture illustrate the dichotomy between the 

desirable and the feasible, or planning and implementatio~~ t~at runs like a 

fault line through the structure of the Bank/Kenya relationship. Problems 

associated with the interaction of economic policy with technical and 

institutional issues have persistently plagued the Bank's agricultural policy 

dialogue with Kenya and its project portfolio. Thus, the failure to translate 

the general principles of policy into practical implementation mechanisms or 

to define a time horizon in which policy objectives could be realistically 

achieved has limited the Bank's success. 

5. Interaction of Poverty with Growth 

The attention devoted to the poverty issue has been far greater in 

the Bank's economic and sector work on Kenya than on Malawi although the 

problem of poverty is quite serious in Malawi due to the dualistic nature of 

the government's policies. In its project lending in Malawi in the 1970s, 

however, the Bank primarily financed smallholder projects designed to 

alleviate poverty. While several of the Bank-financed projects in Kenya (Bura 

1/ In spite of the impressive growth of smallholder tea and coffee, 
smallholder yields range from half to two-thirds of those on estates 
a phenomenon also found in Malawi that appears to result from the 
difficulty faced by small farmers in mobilizing additional iabor. This 
constraint could have profound significance for Kenya's long term policy 
towards access to high potential land. 
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Irrigation, South Nyanza Sugar, AFC Credit, etc.) also were direct attempts at 

poverty alleviation, they be·nefitted relatively few of· the poor. This was 

either because of the capital intensity of these projects or because some, 

such as the earlier AFC credit projects, excluded farmers with small holdings 

from eligibility altogether. 

The BER's analysis of rural poverty contained a number of new 

insights but few clear policy conclusions of immediate relevance were drawn 

from these insights. Also there was little examination of the implications of 

the BER's findings for the Bank's already substantial program of lending to 

agriculture. 

Using data from the Central Bureau of Statistics' Integrated Rural 

Surveys, the report argued that, contrary to the general concern about 

employment and income distribution (based on assumed structural rigidities and 

poor intersectoral linkages), the proportion of Kenya's population below the 

poverty line had fallen between the early 1960s and the ~id-1970s, al~hough 

population growth had increased the absolute number of the poor. The poorest 

40% on average experienced no gains whereas most of the gains had accrued to 

the 60% of smallholders with the highest incomes. Further, adoption of cash 

crops was highly concentrated both among and within regions. Smallholder 

poverty was thus closely related to the level of innovation (as measured by 

adoption of cash crops, hybrid maize, improved livestock, and use of purchased 

inputs). Nonfarm income earning opportunities were, however, fairly 

widespread with only about 20% of households not enjoying nonfarm income or 

substantial sales of food. 

The report's novel contribution related to the examination of 

intersectoral linkages in explaining these observed changes. Contrary to the 
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general view of agriculture as the engine of overall economic growth -- and 

also in contrast to'the themes of the 1973 BER --the ~982 BER argued that 

nonfarm income greatly influenced smallholder income.!/ Differences in 

innovation and the use of purchased inputs were said to be related to 

ava~lability of finance from nonfarm income and loans.~/ The availability of 

loans was in turn seen as being closely related to the ava~la?ility pf nonfarm 

income, influencing both the ability and the willingness of smallholders to 

borrow. Finally, variations in nonfarm income depended on differences in the 

urban-based component of that income, which was in turn related to education. 

One major (and presumably long-term) policy implication of this 

analysis stressed by the BER was the need to provide more formal sector, urban 

jobs for poorer smallholders, so as to facilitate rural innovation; wider 

access to education was also recommended. Given the Bank's criticism of 

Kenya's weak urban industri4l policies, however, it is noteworthy that. the BER 

had relatively little to say about the immediate operati~nal policy 

implications of this analysis .for agricultural policy. For instance, while it 

stressed the importance of finance as an explanation of agricultural 

innovation, the role of agricultural credit in alleviating poverty was not 

!I 

~I 

Remittances from family members, earnings in urban employment or wages 
earned working for other agricultural enterprises together constituted 
three forths as large a source of income for the average smallholder as 
farm operating surplus and constituted 40% of household income. 

If the average poor smallholder were to increase his purchased farm 
inputs to the level of the mean for all smallholders out of direct 
income, the financial burden would require a reduction in household 
consumption of 25% (pp. 46-47). 
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mentioned -- even though the Bank had been actively involved in four self

contained agriculture credit projects and seven other projects involving 

credit and had achieved little success in reaching lower income farmers. 

Also, the report clearly documented the lower average incomes in Western and 

Nya~za Provinces compared to Central Province, but drew no policy conclusions 

about the former regions' differential potential for agric~lt~ral innovation 

nor implications for the development of suitable agricultural technology even 

though sugar and cotton, two of the most important crops in Western Kenya, are 

both crops with major technological problems in which research and 

agricultural services had been weak (facts that the Bank was aware as a result 

of its project lending experience). Thus the practical implications of this 

analysis for doing things differently were not made clear. 

In line with the spirit of the report, general recommendations were 

made for raising agricultur.al prices and changing the terms of trade between 

agriculture and industry (through removal of protective QRs and unifo~m 

tariffs), although which crops and regions would benefit, what magnitude of 

price increases was required and how poverty would be alleviated were not made 

explicit. This lack of specificity in the Bank's recommendations in terms of 

particular policy and investment implications, including whom they might 

benefit in what time horizon, has been a continuous problem. 

The report assumed the policy issues involved in the growth/equity 

debate had been settled in favor of distributing land to smallholders. It 

used regression analysis to indicate that "both output and employment per ha 

are closely linked to size of holding keeping soil quality constant.u One 

implication of this analysis is that rural labor markets do not function well 
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because of intrarural structural rigidities in contrast to rural/urban 

flo.ws • .!/ 

Other recommendations for revitalizing the agricultural sector 

included preventing land concentration, encouraging subdivision, imposing a 

ceiling on holding size, a capital gains tax, restricting borrowing to 

discourage land purchases, raising interest rates and redistribution of large 

farms. A project was to be prepared to "accelerate the regularization and 

rationalization of individual holdings on informally subdivided large farms" 

(p. 101). As we shall show later, however, in practice rural labor markets 

have been easier to organize for large estates than for smallholders in the 

important cases of tea and coffee, and much greater intensification has been 

possible on estates than in smallholder production. 

6. Recommendations of the 1986 Agricultural Sector Report 

The issues identified in the 1986 Agricultural ~ector Report were in 

substance quite similar to many of those discussed in earlier reports. One 

important exception was a new stress on increasing and improving input use (on 

which original work was done involving field investigations of input pricing 

and distribution policies). Many very useful recommendations were made. The 

Bank's increased awareness of Kenya's limited planning and implementing 

capacity was also reflected in the sector report. Otherwise, its subsectoral 

components essentially summarized information th~t already existed in Kenya or 

that was drawn from the Bank's project implementation experience. However, a 

1/ We indicate in Part V how these rigidities have influenced the supply of 
labor for tea, coffee and other crops. 
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large number of constraints were considered to be "key". The report conveyed 

little· sense of priorities that the government should focus on (this was also 

a rnajor problem in the Bank's lending to Kenyan agriculture in the 1970s). 

Proposed individual investments were viewed as a "window of opportunity" 

rather than as integral components of an overall strategy involving sequencing 

and phasing of the most important investments and elimination of those of 

lesser priority. 

Although the changes the Bank has proposed in Kenyan agricultural 

policies and practices have generally been sectorally based (focussing on 

maize pricing, land pol:icy, agricultural planning and budgeting, etc.), in the 

1980s it has tended to look to the exchange rate policy for the desired 

realignment of inter - (and intra) sectoral incentives (e.g., see Annex to the 

CPP and CEM Initiating Memorandum of April 1985). Kenya's management of the 

exchange rate has, however, not been bad from a macroeconomic standpoint (see 

Figure 3 in Part I) and has received a stamp of approval from the IMF. 

Two other weaknesses of the Bank's economic and sector work are worth 

highlighting in conclusion. First, there has been a ·relatively poor link 

between the Bank's examination of agricultural development concerns and its 

examination of other sectors, especially education and infrastructure, in 

light of their relationship to the development of agriculture. This narrow 

focus has tended to result in translating priority to agriculture into lending 

for agricultural projects, even tho~gh the lack of absorptive capacity in 

agriculture has been recognized as a problem (this has been an even more 

serious problem in Tanzania where both infrastructure and education are major 

constraints). Second, analysis of the industrial sector has generally 
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excluded the problems of agro-based industry, i.e., sugar, textiles, etc., and 

follows almost textbook recommendations on liberalizacion·with relatively 

little attention to the fact that at least some of Kenya's inefficie~t 

industries, (e.g., sugar processing and cotton ginning) have been supported by 

the Bank's project lending. 

'The Bank's current agricultural strategy in Kenya represents a 

substantial improvement in addressing the above weaknesses, although it is 

perhaps not as fully articulated, nor considered in a long term and broad 

context, as it might be. The strategy involves emphasis on agricultural 

research, extension, credit and developing the planning and budgetting 

capacity of the Ministry of Agriculture. The Bank has also begun to formulate 

a number of pilot operations. Hopefully lending pressures will not, as has 

been the case in the past, lead to premature expansion of and increased 

funding for these pilot operations before their potential is adequately 

tested. 

C. Policy Advice to Tanzania 

1. The 1974 Agricultural Sector Report 

The most striking difference in the Bank's treatment of agricultural 

issues in Tanzania and Kenya has been the general neglect of factors which 

promote intensification (i.e., the shift from low to high value crops) and the 

lack of awareness of the extent to which a variety of agricultural policies 

pursued by the Tanzanian government (discussed in Part I) were causing 

retrogression in the agricultural sector. 
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Although the Tanzanian agricultural sector and economy had done well 

in the 1960s, by 1969 Tanzania had begun to experience a trade deficit. Only 

tea and tobacco were showing (mild) growth. By 1972 the Bank observed that 

overall growth was clearly sluggish and uneven and attributed this at least 

partly to domestic policies in addition to the effects of poor rainfall and 

world prices. By 1974 ~he oil price shock and a drought had.~ought on the 

first of the two severe economic crises Tanzania was to encounter in the 

1970s. 

The 1974 Agricultural Sector Report (ASR) was a benchmark in the 

Bank's analysis of the sector in terms of the correctness of its diagnosis of 

Tanzania's problems. Observing that there had been negative growth, the 

report concluded that the country faced critical production problems and 

recommended a sequential (as opposed to integrated), production oriented 

approach with top prio~it~ to be accorded to those investments that would have 

an immediate production impact. The report observed that the governm~nts' 

equity objectives were being achieved at substantial cost in terms of 

growth. It stressed the importance of feeder roads for crop production, 

laying stress on road maintenance, and decried the reduced private activity 

observed in the transportation sector. It recommended establishment of a 

transport authority to plan and coordinate road maintenance and transportation 

development. 

On agricultural technology, the report based its argument on the 

assumption that farmers would first adopt improved technologies (use of modern 

inputs) and that improved husbandry would then follow, a phenomenon observed 

in much of North America, Europe and Asia. This approach was contrary to that 

followed in the Bank's National Maize Project approved in 1974, which focused 
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first on improving husbandry through an emphasis on extension to be followed 

by making increased amounts of inputs available to farmers.!/ 

The report supported the pragmatic recommendation of a 1969 (Krisel) 

expert committee not to overwhelm cooperatives with increased funding. It 

also argued against their rapid expansion. 

Although Tanzania had abundant land, recognizing ~hat areas of land 

pressure existed, the report recommended promotion of voluntary resettlement 

through investment in infrastructure in less populated, high potential areas 

as the way to relieve land pressure. It also stressed the adverse effects of 

villagization on producer i~centives and soil fertility. 

Adoption of the Bank's 1974 ASR recommendations by the government 

would have entailed a complete reorientation of the Tanzanian development 

strategy. When presenting the report to the government, the Bank was cau~ious 

not to raise ba.sic questions of a change in strategy out of concern for 

Tanzania 1 s national sovereignty. 

Indeed, in compliance with of the tenor of the 1973 McNamara speech 

and contrary to the findings of the Agricultural Sector Report, as well as 

that of the study referred to earlier on the design of 20 agricultural and 

rural development projects, the Bank had at this time already begun to help in 

the preparation of the Kigoma Integrated Rural Development Project. This 

!l This philosophy of emphasizing improvements in husbandry underlies T & V 
projects. Important untested hypotheses in the case of Africa concern 
the extent to which improved husbandry will by itself increase yields 
without major technological change and whether the returns to labor use 
provide adequate incentives for farmers to improve husbandry relative to 
the returns to labor in other pursuits. 
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project had been first mentioned in the Economic Report of 1972 as a way of 

tackling rural poverty through a multisectoral area b~sed·approach. 

The ASR, it should be recalled, explicitly criticized the 

government's lack of focus on productivity gains and high potential areas. To 

capitalize on such ~roductivity gains, the ASR had recommended a National 

Maize Project in areas of high potential to be followed by the National 

Agricultural Development Program (NADP). The National Maize Project approved 

by the Bank in 1975, however, did not give priority to high potential areas 

as, for political reasons, the government wished to spread coverage throughout 

the country. Also the government's policy of decentralization of the 

administration had greatly undermined the ability of the Ministry of 

Agriculture to imp1ei"Qent "national" projects in the regions because its 

technical staff reported to the Prime Minister's office. The NADP concept was 

subsequently abandoned by the Bank as a consequence of this decentralization 

approach. Instead preparation was begun of rural develo~ment project~ in 

Mwanza/Shinyanga and Tabora. The Bank's tendency to give in to Tanzania's 

political wishes was by then thus well established. 

2. The 1977 Basic Economic Report 

The 1977 Basic Economic report did not continue the tale of woes 

found in earlier reports. Indeed, despite agriculture's importance, the 

report did not contain any major new analysis of the agricultural sector. An 

annex, did, however, contain a very good synthesis of the existing knowledge 

on Tanzanian agriculture. 

Given the small amount of attention to the agricultural sector in the 

BER it, is no wonder that the main body of the report lacked any treatment of 
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the strategic interaction between agriculture and macroeconomic development. 

For instance, the report considered the government's cummitment to the idea of 

villagization a fait accompli and attempted to focus on how to make it work in 

practice. In the main report villagization was described as an important 

instrument to redress rural poverty in light of Tanzanian policymakers' views 

on the un~elcome trends of socioeconomic differentiation and.~eglect of 

'broadbased 'rural development. Recognizing the problems of poor siting and 

overcrowding of villages, it recommended "satellite villages" but did not give 

an indication of what mechanisms might be used to establish them. Finally, 

the report cited Tanzania's demonstrated structural commitment to rural 

development as an indication of its bright future, while at the same time 

pointing out the great risks involved in a villagization program that was to 

depend for its success on undefined modern methods of cultivation rather than 

proven traditional ones. 

3. Critical Issues of the 1970s 

a. Equity versus Growth 

It is evident from the above discussion that the Bank's economic 

reports in the.1970s were cautious not to.challenge the means by which the 

government's equity objectives were being pursued or the extent to which 

equity objectives should be pursued at the cost of growth. For instance the 

1974 Agricultural Sector Report had included a detailed discussion of the 

negative effects on efficiency of the "pan-territorial pricing" policy of the 

government whereas the 1977 Basic Economic Report simply observed that 

existing price policy was considered important by the government to alleviate 

rural poverty and suggested that considerations of increasing agricultural 
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output were secondary. Similarly, while the 1974 report supported the "model 

.farmer" approach, the 1977 Economic report accepted th·e gOvernment 1 s stance 

that differential access. to extension in the 1960s had fostered inequity. 

b. Public Versus Private Sector 

On the role of the private and public sector, exc~pt_for the case of 

private transport referred to earlier, the generally critical 1974 

Agricultural Sector Report did not suggest any scaling down of parastatal 

activities; this in contrast to the more critical stance taken by the Bank in 

Kenya where it recommended liberalization of the grain trade as early as the 

1973 Agricultural Sector Report, with repeated calls for this in subsequent 

economic reports. While the 1977 BER pointed out the need to increase 

competition and noted the government's 1976 policy of closing down private 

shops under "Operation Maduka", it did not make any negative comments about 

this policy. Also it noted that the government had abolished cooperative 

societies and unions as a way of holding down costs and that this had not been 

efficient. But it merely observed that if greater efficiency was not 

achiev~J, either a devaluation or subsidization of parastatals would perhaps 

be necessary. Only in 1981 did a CEM for the first time suggest the need to 

improve the efficiency of parastatals through management contracts and cutting 

down the range of parastatal operations. The 1983 Agricultural Sector report 

then explored this issue more explicitly. 

c. Large Scale Agriculture 

There was relatively little questioning in the Bank's rep,'>rts of the 

government's treatment of large scale estates even though private estates were 
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being nationalized and public ones had begun to proliferate in the 1970s. The 

Bank did, however, observe that state farms would be highly dependent on 

trained manpower, which Tanzania did not have, and that expatriate management 

would be needed. 

There was no treatment of the differential productivity of the 

private and public sector estates (e.g., in sisal and coffee). The 1983 

Agricultural Report highlighted th~ greater productivity of tbe private sector 

despite the discriminatory treatment it had received in the 1970s. It 

stressed that export crop production was stagnating, as opposed to declining 

largely because private estates had maintt.ained or increased their production 

even as smallholders and public sector farms retrenched into subsistence. 

d. Weather 

Weather had been a major cause of fluctuations in food supplies and 

food insecurity but was given little attention in the Ba?k's analysis.of the 

maize issue {as was also true for Kenya). The Bank placed great reliance on 

rainfed agriculture and clearly came out against large scale irrigation though 

the government bad attached priority to the latter in order to achieve food 

security. The 4974 ASR had identified the need for exploitation of high 

potential areas of assured rainfall. The 1983 ASR articulated this need even 

more strongly by identifying the Southern Highlands as an important potential 

area in which to stabilize production. The Bank, however, in general did not 

take up such long term strategic questions concerning how the government might 

meet its concern abo\lt food security at lower costs than were implicit in the 

government's irrigation proposals. 
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e. World Commodity Markets 

Most economic reports in the 1970's took the view that Tanzania could 

live with commodity price fluctuations and could compete provided it paid 

attention to the quality of its produce (the latter had already begun to 

surface as a major problem by the mid-1970's especially with respect to 

e2tport s). Toward this end, the Bank's tobacco processing and. handling 

projects were directed at improving tobacco quality.~/ 

The 1972 Economic Report took a highly pessimistic view of the world 

market.~/ Sisal and coffee were particularly· singled out as commodities with 

poor prospects. The Bank recommended a program of diversification of sisal 

estates. Roughly 25% of the investments by the Tanzania Sisal Authority (a 

public sector parastatal) in the 1970's went into dairy farming, an activity 

which the Bank also financed (with disastrous effects). By the end of the 

1970s the public sector sisal estates had been run down and a single 

multinational private company had become a major source of sisal expo~ts from 

Tanzania. 

The Bank was similarly highly pessimistic about the prospects for 

coffee, Tanzania's most important crop. Although non-quota markets had 

al~e~dy become an increasingly important source of sales for Tanzanian coffee, 

the Bank did not explore their potential. The Bank also refused to finance 

investments in coffee due to its 1972 policy referred to earlier. (The EEC 

1/ However, they focussed mainly on the marketing sector and overlooked the 
problems posed by poor handling of tobacco at the farm level. 

~/ Note that this was the period ~1hen the Bank adopted a policy of not 
promoting expansion of tea and coffee production. Also world sisal 
prices had been unfavorable since 1969. 
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did finance the establishment of coffee in Southern Tanzania through a coffee 

improvement program). Tanzania has, however, mostly neglected its coffee 

export potential by adoption of a number of discriminatory policies discussed 

in Part I. As a result of its lack of involvement in the coffee sector, the 

Bank had relatively little knowledge of this most important sector until 1982 

when investigations for the 1983 Agricultural Sector Report were undertaken. 

Market prospects for cashews were also considered by the Bank to be 

poor. India had earlier been Tanzania's major buyer of raw cashews and 

Tanzania experienced considerable difficulty when the cashew trade was taken 

over by the State Trading Corporation of India in the late 1960so The Bank 

argued that Tanzania's prospects would improve if further processing was 

undertaken. This led to the financing of two cashew processing projects. 

However, both suffered negative rates of return due to lack of adequate 

throughput caused by, among other things, laborers' increased walking distance 

to cashew groves as a result of villagization. The decl~ne in Tanzan~a's 

cashew exports was so sharp that in the early 1980s India was offering 

Tanzania higher prices for raw cashews than those it received for processed 

cashews. 

f. Industrial Policy 

As we documented in Part I, the government's Basic Industrial Policy 

(BIS) was in strong competition with agriculture for budgetary resources and 

policy attention. However, the 1977 Basic Economic Report's recommendations 

were couched mainly in terms of the need for a gradual transition to the 

BIS. The Bank's lack of opposition to this policy is surprising but seems 

once again to have been a result of the Bank's concern with respecting 
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"Tanzanian sovereignty". Indeed, we will show later that Tanzania is the only 

country in the sample of MADIA countries in which the £ank's lending for 

industry represented the highest proportion of total lending compared to other 

sectors. The Bank thus reinforced rather than counteracted Tanzania's 

premature pursuit of industrialization. 

4. New Policy Emphases of the 1980s 

The sharp deterioration in Tanzania's macroeconomic situation 

following the coffee boom and decline in Tanzania's basic infrastructure 

resulting from a balance of payments crisis -- Tanzania's second economic 

crisis of the 1970s -- combined with the difficulties of project 

implementation in the late 1970s led the Bank to approve a balance of payments 

export reh~bilitation credit in 1981. Providing foreign exchange was, 

however, clearly not enough to address Tanzania's fundamental economic 

problems. In March 1982 the Bank recommended that the g?vernment dev~lop a 

major program of structural adjustment and financed an advisor~ group to help 

Government produce such a program. It also proceeded to prepare an 

agricultural sector report as a possible input to the government's structural 

adjustment program. This effort drew on the experience of the Bank's Projects 

and other in-house staff. 

The 1983 Sector Report argued that Tanzanian policy needed to be 

reoriented away from an excessive focus on equity and government control 

toward a focus on growth to be achieved through increased private initiatives 

and institutional pluralism. The ASR made 39 specific recommendations for the 

short and long term. The short term recommendations fell into three broad 

categories: (i) the need for adjustments in Tanzania's exchange rate and in 
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producer and consumer prices; (ii) the need to improve the institutional 

framework for agriculture by reducing the role of the ·public sector; and 

(iii) the need to increase the share of foreign exchange resources going to 

agriculture by correcting the imbalance between agriculture. and industry as 

well as correcting the imbalance in the allocation of budgetary resources 

between productive and social services in the rural sector •. 

We pointed out earlier that a problem with Bank reports has been the 

lack of consistency in strategies from year to year, this being determined to 

a large extent by the predilections of the staff involved in preparing 

individual reports. In keeping with the pattern of the 1970s and contrary to 

the 1983 Agricultural Sector Economic Report's focus, the Bank's 1984 Economic 

Report diluted the messages of the 1983 Agricultural Sector Report by focusing 

more on external shocks, the decapitalization of agriculture and Tanzania's 

lack of resources rather than on the need for a major restructuring of the 

economy that could benefit agriculture. 

The greatest bottleneck to reform has been the lack of willingness of 

the government to adjust an excessively overvalued exchange rate. The 

government, however, did begin in the mid-1980s to allocate more foreign 

exchange to agriculture, expanded the foreign exchange retention scheme that 

had been introduced under the Bank's export rehabilitation credit, and, as an 

incentive to.exporters, raised a number of producer and consumer prices. It 

liberalized the grain market in 1984/85 to some extent by increasing the 

amount of maize that could be moved on private account across administrative 

boundaries to 450 kgs. (5 bags), and began to bring the budget more under 

control (although this was made difficult by the lack of adequate adjustment 

in the exchange rate). Almost all donors had by this time shifted their 
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assistance away from projects in favor of import support. However, the Bank· 

did not approve any agricultural projects after 1982 b~cause it considered 

these reforms inadequate in the absence of an exchange rate adjustment. 

In June 1986 the government made a relatively major adjustment in the 

exchange rate devaluing the Shilling to 40 to the US dollar and agreeing to 

eliminate overvaluation by 1988. This action by the gover~me~t has been 

perceived in the donor community as a major new commitment to reform. The 

Bank approved a multisector Rehabilitation Credit in November 1986 involving a 

commitment of US$ 50 million from IDA and US 46.2 million from the Special 

African Facility. 

Earlier balance of payments support by the Bank is now to be followed 

up by a series of Bank project loans in much the same way that Malawi has 

received fertilizer supply and agricultural resea~ch loans in conjunction with 

its SALs. However, the road to agricultural reform is likely to be more 

difficult in Tanzania than in Malawi. For instance; unl;ke in Malawi~ the 

recent attempt by the Bank to appraise an input supply project (undertaken 

jointly with !FAD), stalled because of government disagreement with proposals 

concerning responsibility for importing inputs as well as for their internal 

distribution (currently restricted to a few parastatals). It is therefore not 

clear at this stage to what extent the government is willing to make the 

changes needed to bring about the resuscitation of a greatly rundown 

economy. 

D. Policy Advice to Malawi 

1. The 1960s 

The Bank's initial rhetoric on Malawi indicated that the smallholder 

sector was the key to the development of the rest of the economy. Yet this 
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view was not reflected.in economic analysis and sector reports until 1978~ 

Malawi's low savings rate and balance of payments defi~it·appear to have led 

the Bank in its early analysis to focus mainly on these two macroeconomic 

indicators in judging Malawi's performance. Reports in the 1960s gave Malawi 

high marks for its GDP growth, investments and savings, and its effort at 

reducing its dependence on UK pudgetary support. A shorta~e·gf skilled 

manpower was observed to be a constraint to development in the reports of 1967 

and i~ 1973 !/ and the Bank's 1973 Economic Report argued for the need for 

increased investment in education and training. However, from our earlier 

discussion of Malawi's policies and performance in Part I, it is evident that 

this advice did not influence Malawi's overall allocation to education, 

(although the Bank provided greater support to this sector than in other 

countries see Section V.A). 

2. The 1970s 

The Bank's economic and sector reports of the 1~70's clearly.indicate 

that the Bank was aware of the dualistic nature of Malawi's agricultural 

sector and the extent to which there was competition rather than 

complementarity in resource use among the two sectors. However, as in the 

case of Tanzania, the Bank confined itself to reporting on government 

policies. Based on its exchange rate and trade regime, Malawi was 

characterized as a capitalist, private enterprise economy. Government was 

viewed as generally non-interventionist and as providing a domestic framework 

conducive to growth. 

ll However, as in Kenya and Tanzania, subsequent Bank-funded integrated 
projects such as the Lilongwe Land Development Program were highly 
dependent on lots of trained manpower. 
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The 1973 Agricultural Sector Review recognized that the smallholder 

sector represented an important source of financial capital for the estate 

sector as a result of the government's pricing and investment polic~es. The 

report noted that the marketing board, ADMARC, and its predecessor (FMB) had 

made substantial profits on crop trading in the early seventies (a total of 

MK14.7 million between the years 1969/70 and 1972/73). It w~s also noted that 

the corporation had made a number of investments unrelated to smallholder 

production. Some of these investments were not profitable and the report 

indicated that these had been written off. These observations 

notwithstanding, the constraints to smallholder agricultural development wer~ 

characterized almost exclusively in terms of lack of credit, trained manpower 

and marketing outlets. Integrated projects were seen as a way of removing 

these constraints. 

The conflict between estate and s~allholder development was most 

clearly articulated in the 1975 Country Economic Memorandum: 

Two lines of agricultural development are being encouraged by 
Government--for smallholders and for estates--and a difficult 
balance will have to be struck in the next few years. Competition 
for land in the more densely populated areas is the most apparent 
constraint, which can only be resolved by the development of new 
land or by substantial. increases in productivity among 
smallholders to release land for estate developmento Competition 
between the two types of producers is not restricted to land, but 
also extends to land and medium-term credit, scarce inputs and 
managerial skills. Institutional constraints in offering credit 
for both estates and smallholders has involved competition for 
those funds available. The advantage in mobilizing credit has 
probably been with the estates due to their greater familiarity 
with modern business methods. Competition for credit can be seen, 
in particular, in the use of ADMARC surpluses to finance estate 
development. When inputs have been scarce, as in the case of 
fertilizer in the past year, the allocation of these inputs also 
presents a case where the two types of producers have differing 
interests. If the degree of competition between estates and 
smallholders increases in the future, it may be difficult to 
reconcile expansionary policies for both, and eventually may prove 
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necessary to reappraise the extent to which the interests of 
either group should be traded-of£ against those of the other 
(para 61). 

By 1978 the Bank's project work had produced abundant evidence that 

producer pricing was a major constraint to production increases.!/ However, 

at this point the idea of the Bank's direct involvement in urging major policy 

reforms on basic issues such as producer pricing had not yet taken hold. 

Instead the Bank introduced a clause in the 1978 NRDP project.agreement 

requiring consultation with IDA, and setting forth both marketing and pricing 

criteria and policies that Government was to adopt (agreements that the 

government did not keep). 

Because of its lack of involvement in the estate sector, the Bank's 

understanding of the factors influencing the.efficiency of the sector was 

1/ The audit report of the K~ronga Rural Development Project (Phase I) 
issued in 1979 makes the following observation: 

Supervision missions raised the issue of uns~tisfactory p~oducer 
prices on numerous occasions, not only for the Karonga but also 
for the other Malawian rural development projects (Shire, 
Lilongwe). • •• In their discussion with Government officials the 
missions found that due to the highly political nature of the 
official pricing policy a high level dialogue between the 
Government of Malawi and the Bank would be required. RMEA 
informed Bank headquarters accordingly, but no action was taken by 
the Bank until recently (para 28). 

A similar criticism was made in the audit report of the Lilongwe 
Land Development Program (Phase III), issued in 1981: 

Despite the efforts of RMEA staff, the Bank made very slow 
progress in convincing Government to link operationally its 
production programs and targets to its price policy. In fact 
since price policy continues to be an issue in other development 
projects in Malawi (on-going or being prepared), it appears 
questionable whether Government is fully convinced of the 
seriousness of the negative effects on development programs of 
unfavorable price policies, and whether the Bank, despite the 
continuous dialogue with the country, has done all it could to 
assist Government in operationally shifting towards a more 
production-oriented price policy (para 22). 
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limited. This situation did not change until the preparation of an estate 

sector report in 1979. 

3. The 1980s 

It was only in the context of the 1981 Structural Adjustment Loan 

that the Bank became actively involved in examining the interaction of the 

smallholder· sector with the rest of the economy. As a consequence, the 

quality of its analysis improved substantially. The 1981 Agricultural Sector 

report observed, for instance, that "the single most important factor in the 

phenomenal success of estate agriculture has been the Government's [low] wage 

policy ••• which allowed the estates to lower the unit costs of production for 

each of the crops" (2.02). As indicated in Part I, while low wage costs have 

made Malawian estate tobacco production competitive on world markets, the 

success of the estate sector has also depended on continuation in the 

smallholder sector of policies towards pricing, marketing, land acces~ and 

rights to grow certain crops, all of which have together reduced the returns 

to smallholder. labor and increased the supply of labor to the estate sector 

(at a low minimum wage). 

Pricing, which had become a concern well before the first SAL, was 

taken up in the 1981 First Structural Adjustment loan but largely at the 

methodological level. As was the case in Kenya the Bank was not well enough 

pt•epared to make major project recommendations since it had undertaken 

relatively little economic work in this area. Thus in 1981 Government and the 

Bank agreed only on a pricing methodology. 

At around the time of the first SAL the government decided to raise 

the price of maize sharply so as to avoid the problem of severe drought and 
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subsequent food imports experienced in 1979-80. The Bank strongly criticized 

this decision, a concern that proved to be valid in view 6f the maize 

surpluses that stemmed from this action. As a result, the Bank delayed 

releasing the second tranche of the first SAL. 

The government raised prices for export crops in March of 1983, 

several months before the second SAL was approved. While ~he.issue of 

incentive pricing has therefore been addressed, the prohibitions on 

smallholder cultivation do not appear to have been a major issue in the Bank's 

policy dialogue, despite the Bank's support for increased smallholder tobacco 

production. For instance, the 1973 Agricultural Sector Review had recommended 

greater smallholder participation in production through the promotion of 

smallholder flue-cured tobacco production schemes. Yet little progress 

appears to have been made in this area.!/ 

The 1981 Agricultural Sector Report similarly observed that there are 

"no technical reasons why burley should not be grown on customary land 

provided sufficient supervision is given in the initial stagesn (6.06). 

Proposals for the lifting of legal restrictions on smallholder burley 

production were, however, made contingent on analysis of the world market 

prospects for burley. A tobacco study was carried out to examine this 

issue. The Bank, however, did not push the issue during negotiations, on 

grounds that restrictions on burley production were being relaxed and that the 

1/ CDC-funded Kasungu Flue-Cured Tobacco Authority efforts had demonstrated 
some success but were curtailed in 1979-81 due to unprofitability. 
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Government needed to strictly enforce regulations on production levels as 

increases in burley production had already led to a sh~rp·drop in price, given 

Malawi's 26% share in the world market. 

The world market prospect, however, is not the only factor which has 

constrained expansion of burley production. Malawian policymakers have argued 

that scale economies are more favourable for largeholder prod~ction. Evidence 

from Kenya on tea, coffee and sugar indicates this is certainly the case with 

respect to the financial and organizational costs of servicing the smallholder 

agricultural sector. Also yields in the smallholder sector have tended to be 

lower due to labor constraints. Yet in Tanzania a technological change in the 

curing barns reduced the cost of curing flue-cured tobacco bY, small farmers 

and production expanded rapidly in the smallholder sector in the 1960's (when 

government. services for tobacco were then well organized, as they currently 

are for smallholder tea in K~nya). Indeed, as a result of their success, the 

Tanzanian smallholder tobacco schemes were the focus of considerable ~tudy in 

the early 1970's.!/ 

We have documented that in the Kenyan case, even with the relatively 

impressive organization of smallholder services, increasing yields per ha. can 

be more difficult in the smallholder sector than in estates as a result of the 

labor intensity of crops such as tobacco and tea and the labor constraints 

faced in the smallholder sector (due to the competing demands of food crop 

production, the lack of simple labor saving technologies and the lack of cash 

for payment of laborers). Yet relatively little primary analysis has been 

See U. Lele, op cit; also M. Wahid, "Production of Burley Tobacco in 
Tanzania." Paper prepared for MADIA study. 
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done to identify the precise factors which could improve smallholder yields, 

thereby reducing growth/equity tradeoffs~ 

The duality issue is, however, not only of interest from the 

viewpoint of income or factor productivity differences among the small and 

largeholder sectors but also because of the disparities in asset distribution 

that it generates over time, and the consequences of this ~J]aldistribution for 

the pattern of long term growth. From this viewpoint the Malawian 

government's practice of licensing of new estates in the face of considerable 

underutilization of estate land is a particularly serious issue. The Bank's 

1985 Land Policy Study reinforced the finding of the earlier tobacco study on 

this matter, i.e., less than 20 percent of the land on established flue-cured 

estates is utilized. Also, licensing of new estates appears to be progressing 

rapidly even though there is substantial land pressure in the smallholder 

sector. There is .considerable cause for concern that the traditional system 

of the rights of chiefs to distribute land in a relatively equitable manner 

may be breaking down because there are financial incentives, for chiefs to 

declare land as surplus. 

The greatest long term effects of duality are therefore likely to 

occur in the pattern of overall economic growth. In this context the 

contrasts between Kenya and Malawi are already striking. Kenya shows signs of 

much more rapid and broadbased growth in effective demand for goods and 

services, in the growth of a smallscale entrepreneurial class, and in a 

pattern of development in which employment effects can become self

sustaining.!/ Malawi on the other hand shows all the signs of pursuing 

!/ As is outlined in Mellor's '*new economics of growth" strategy. See 
Mellor, op cit. 
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the bimodal $trategy that Johnston has so decried.!/ 

As in the case of the right to grow estate crops; however, the Bank 

has been hesitant to emphasize the land distribution issue despite the 

findings of the Land Policy Study. In contrast in Kenya the Bank has been 

considerably more vocal on the land issue for some time.~/ 

Despite the above shortcomings, through the SAL proc;ss the Bank has 

focused ~n improving its understanding of some of the most import structural 

constraints to Malawi's agricultural and overall growth including: 

1/ 

~I 

1. The slow growth of smallholder exports. Apart from the policy 

constraints discussed above, this has resulted from the narrow 

geographical coverage of Bank (and other donor) financed 

agricultural projects, despite their repeated attempt to ''spread'' 

services. 

2. The need for diversification of both smallholder and estate 

production. The Bank has over time become m~re keenly aw~re of 

the non-price (te~hnological and government expenditure pattern) 

issues that influence this issue. 

3. Distortions 1n welfare benefits caused by the government's 

resource mobilization process and expenditure patterns. This has 

led to attention being directed to the question of subsidies as 

well as expenditures. We argue that in the case of the fertilizer 

Johnston and Kilby, op cit. 

Though the analysis of the process by which land alienation is taking 
place has been perhaps less systematic than in Malawi, thus prompting 

'few recommendations on how government might intervene. 
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subsidy removal, a more careful analysis of the fertilizer price 
/1 

output price ratios in Malawi combined with tne other factors 

would have led the Bank to go slower on fertilizer subsidy removal 

(see Section V~D) 

4. Deterioration of th~ financial position of the parastatals as a 

result of the government's ad hoc pricing poli~ies. 

S. Inefficiencies in ADMARC's operations. We argue that the Bank was 

too favorably disposed toward ADMARC for too long despite the fact 

that ADMARC's policies and operations (including its increased 

monopsony role through abolition of the Asian trade) were not very 

different than those of its counterparts in Kenya and Tanzania. 

6. Failure to vigorously push for privatization of domestic trade 

especially with respect to the participation of Asians in this 

process. 

The Bank's handling of these issues is taken up.in Section V.D in 

connection with the discussion of the Bank's lending program. 

V. BANK LENDING TO KENYA, MALAWI AND TANZANIA 

A. Overall Lending Patterns 

As of the end of fiscal year 1986 the Bank had approved 74 operations 

in support of agriculture (67 agricultural projects and 7 nonproject loans or 

credits) in the three MADIA countries in East Africa involving a total 

commitmr:t of $1435 million~ Kenya received commitments for 29 operations (of 

$721 mil'.:ion}, Tanzania for 25 operations ($371 million) and Malawi for 20 

operations {$342.7 million}. 

Table II.l shows the number of agricultural projects approved 1:1nd 
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amounts committed by five-year periods for individual MADIA countries. Kenya 

showed a sharp rise in the volumes committed after Mr.·McNamara's Nairobi's 

speech in 1973. The number of agricultural projects increased from 4 to 9 and 

the amounts increased even more sharply from $40.5 million to $257 million. 

In Tanzania, the number increased from 5 to 11 from 1970-74 to 1975-79, and 

amounts doubled from $76 million to $140.70. In Malawi the build up; both in 

amounts and the number of projects, was more grarlual. The number of projects 

approved increased to 4 in the 1975-79 period from 3 in 1970-74 with the 

amounts only doubling to $50 million from $24.5 million. In the 1980-86 

period the number of projects approved declined in Kenya and Tanzania to 7 and 

6, respectively, but increased in Malawi to 8. Malawi and Kenya received 3 

non-project lending commitments each of $220.9 million and $170 million 

respectively while Tanzania received only one of $50 milli·on._!/ 

Table II.2 shows the intersectoral breakdown of the cumulative IBRD 

and IDA lending operations to the three MADIA countries in relation to total 

commitments to the East and West Africa regions.~/ The share in total 

commitments for the three East African countries that went to agriculture and 

rural development was similar to the average for the Eastern Africa Region and 

met the McNamara guideline of 25% to agriculture almost to the last decimal 

(25% in Kenya, Tanzania and Malawi compared to 24.4% in all of East 

Africa).l/ These percentages are noteworthy since such high shares were 

1/ 

2/ 

2./ 

These figures for Kenya exclude SAL I which had only minimal emphasis on 
agriculture. 

Countries are listed by their respective regions on p. 52. 

In the West Africa region the commitments to the MADIA countries for 
agriculture and rural development were a far higher 42.9% of the total 
compared to 29.5% for the region. 
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Sourttll Iori• latk Alnual Report, 1986, ind Jonts, 1985. 
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World Bank Categorization of African Countries by Region 

Eastern 

Botswana 
Burundi 
Comoros 
Djibouti 
Ehiopia 
Kenya 
Lesotho 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mauritius 
Mozambique 
Rwanda 
Seychelles 
Somalia 
Sudan· 
Swaziland 
Tanzania 
Uganda 
Zaire 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

Western 

Benin 
Burkina Faso 
Cameroon 
Cape Verde 
Central African Republic 
Chad 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Equatorial Guinea 
Gambia, The 
Ghana 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 
Liberia 
Mali 
Mauritania 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Sao Tome and Principe 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
Togo 
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reached despite poor domestic absorptive capacity, as is documented later in 

Section V on lending experience. 

The proportion spent on basic infrastructure in the Eastern Africa 

MADIA countries was slightly lower than the regional average for Eastern 

Africa (34.5% compared to 39.7% for the entire Eastern Africa Region). Kenya 

stands out in terms of the share of total Bank commitments_going to basic 

infrastructure (38.7%) (see Table II.3). Transport received 20.4% compared to 

13% in Tanzania. It is important to recall that Kenya's better performance in 

the smallholder sector compared to Tanzania's and Malawi's is partly the 

result of a better developed net~ork of physical infrastructure to service 

smallholder agriculture, especially in the high potential tea and coffee 

areas. 

The Bank's commitm~nts to the industrial sector, on the other hand, 

stand out in Tanzania (as high as 20% -- Table II.3 -- of the total compared 

to 8% in Nigeria and 9% Senegal). This funding obviously helped reinforce the 

government's Basic Industrial Policy. It is noteworthy that both Kenya and 

Malawi, which experienced high agricultural growth, received little Bank 

financing for industrial development (4.6% of total financing in Kenya and. 

only .8% in Malawi). 

It is also worth recalling that prior to the Nairobi speech the Bank 

was largely an infrastructure oriented institution. Commitments to 

infrastructure in all MADIA countries constituted 54% of the total in the 

1965-69 period and remained at about that level in the 1970-74 period but took 

a sharp downturn coincident with the rise of the agricultural and development 

emphasis (Table II.4). The former's share declined to 23% in 1975-79 and then 

increased again to slightly less than 30% in 1980-86 period. 
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Source: Jontt (1985), IBRD's 'State11nt of Loans• (9/86) 
and IDA's •stat~~~nt of Credits• 110/86), and 
Nor 1 d Buk Aftnual Rtport, 1986. 
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The share devoted to human resource development also declined from 

15.6% in 1965-69 to a low of 5.78% in 1975-79 (Table Il.4). Thus, ba~ic 

"public goods", which have important externalities in the development of 

agriculture, received less support from the Bank.!/ 

The proportion allocated to nonproject lending was higher in the 

Eastern Africa MADIA countries compared to the regional aver~ge for all of 

East Africa (13.9% in the three MADIA countries compared to 9% in the Eastern 

Africa Region) -- see Table II.2. Nonproject lending was very heavily 

weighted by the amounts going to Malawi and Kenya. As noted earlier, Tanzania 

received no project or nonproject loans or credits in support of agriculture 

between 1982 and 1986. 

The share of nonproject lending was lowest at 7.7% ($95 million) in 

Tanzania compared to 25.8% in Malawi ($170 million) and 13.7% in Kenya ($276 

million) -- Tables II.3. Tanzania continued to receive commitments for other 

non-agricultural sectors of its economy -- most of these were for basic 

infrastructure (i.e., port, power and highway rehabilit4tion, petroleum 

exploration, education etc., as well as supplementary loans for the Mufindi 

pulp and paper mill and urban water supply). 

40 ironic effect of conditionality in the Bank's agriculture and 

macroeconomic lending in Tanzania has therefore been to further reinforce the 

bias of the Bank's lending against agriculture. Had the lending strategy been 

carefully related to the soundness of the recipient's overall development 

1/ Part of this reduction, however, resulted from a shift in the 
composition of lending for infrastructure with more funding going to 
construction of rural feeder roads than to (more expensive) highway 
construction. 
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strategy, then all aspects of the lending program rather than only that going 

to the agricultural sector would have been affected.!~ In the Tanzanian case 

such an approach would have included rehabilitation of basic infrastructure 

but not lending for large scale industry that competes with agriculture. 

Table II .. S shows the intersectoral breakdown of IBRD versus IDA lending 

to MADIA countries and to the East Africa regions by secto~s•. Table II.6 

provides the same information for East Africa countries over time. IBRD 

commitments declined in East Africa MADIA countries in the 1980s over the 

previous two five year periods due to increased debt service problems (see Table 

II.6). A smaller proportion of IBRD resources was committed to agriculture in 

MADIA East Africa countries (17.4%) than of IDA resources (30.5%),~/ although 

1/ 

2/ 

In such a situation lending strategies might have two components, namely, 
"baseload" lending and "variable" lending. Countries that do not ha•te 
policy environments conducive to development would be eligible only f6r 
"baseload" lending for investments essential to long term growth. 

In the West Africa region, however, the proportion of IBRD resources was 
greater (45.4% of the total IBRD commitments went for agriculture; 86.3% 
of the IBRD commitments to agriculture and rural development made in West 
Africa were to MADIA countries. This is because Nigeria and Cameroon, 
both oil exporting countries, ceased to receive IDA loans in the early 
1970s and 1982, re~pectively, as a result of having achieved too high per 
capita income levels. Not being able to qualify for the softer IDA loans 
in the agriculture and rural sector continues to be an issue between the 
Bank and Cameroon. This in turn influences the types of projects the 
Cameroonian government is willing to accept funding for from the Bank. 
Thus, for instance, it was very reluctant to accept a research project 
that involved a long gestation lag and was particularly concerned about 
the level of technical assistance that it would have to borrow for on hard 
terms .. 
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Sovct1n Norll lilk Auul R~t~ort, 1986, in• Jat~as 1 1985. 
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.. ______________________________ : 
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• I 

• I 
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I • • I • I 
I • • • I • 
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:"'{) 

5. IIHMM RESOIItCE DEYELOPttEMT : 0.00 21.11 21.17 : o.oo 31.83 31.83 : 10.00 72.10 82.10 : 0.00 207.30 207.30 ; 10.00 332.40 342.40 I \ 
--->percentigt of total I 0.001 19.36% 17.421: 0.001 15.031 7.flU 1.211 12.761 5.891: 0.001 14.971 10.441: 0.611 14.641 8.7811 I 

• t I I I • • • I • • .J 
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• I I t I • • • • I I I 
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TOTALS • 12.20 109.34 121.54 : 186.80 211.74 399.54 ; 828.70 565.20 1393.90 : 600.60 1384.90 (985,50 ~ 1628.30 227lol8 3899.48 l I 

PERCENT &S • 10.041 89.961 • 46.871 53.131 I 59.451 40.55% • 30.251 69.751 I 41.761 58.24% • I I • t 

::::z==============•========•===================================================================================================z========••======•==z:::::s:::a:::==•======= 
SOURCE1 Adipte4 fr01 Jones (1985), and IDA's •stiteaent of Dev!lopeent Credits• 110/86) 

•n• JBRD·s •shtnfflt of lo.tns' 19/86). 
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the proportion of IBRD commitments to agriculture in the three East Africa 

MADIA countries was higher than the Eastern Africa region4l average (17.4% 

compared to 10.6%) and that of IDA lower (30.5% compared to 32.9%) -- see 

Table II.S. 

The higher proportion of "hard" IBRD loans in MADIA East Africa 

countries resulted from loans that went to a number of comme~cially oriented 

agro-processing projects in both Kenya and Tanzania as well as an irrigation 

and credit schemes in Kenya. Projects in direct support of smallholder 

production, i.e., integrated .rural development projects, were funded with IDA 

resources. 

IBRD loans in agriculture helped to meet the Bank's overall lending 

targets for IBRD in each of the countries, while simultaneously meeting the 

McNamara guideline of allocating 25% of all resources to agriculture and rural 

development. Thus, the sel~ction of parastatal agro-processing projects in 

Kenya and Tanzania and capital intensive irrigation, or credit projects, such 

as those financed in Kenya helped to create the impression that poverty was 

being alleviated because funds were being directed to the agricultural 

sector. In reality, however, the Sura irrigation project at a realized cost 

of $25,000/ha. (or even at its originally estimated cost of $13,500/h~.) was 

very capital intensive but created relatively few jobs. The same applied to 

the South Nyanza sugar project. The AFC agricultural credit projects provided 

little benefit to the poor because AFC's credit guidelines in the mid-1970s 

meant those farmers whose holdings were less than 15 ha. were ineligible for 

seasonal credit. The Bank was able get this limit reduced to 5 ha. by the 

beginning of the 1980s, but this still excluded the vast majority of small 
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farmers. The Group Farms ·Project in Kenya similarly did not benefit many 

small farmers and much of the credit was cancelled due· to·faulty project 

design. 

It is noteworthy that as a result of human capital development having 

been given low priority in the 1970s, nonproject lending in the 1980s entailed 

significantly increased amounts of technical assistance. The share of self . ~ 

standing technical assistance projects. increased from nil in the 1970-74 

period to 2.3% for all MADIA countries in 1980-86 (Table II.4) and 3.2 for 

East African MADIA countries (Table II.6). In this regard, although the 

recent policy focus of the Bank is a welcome one, the Bank's demonstrated 

willingness to address the problems of basic institutional and human capacity 

-- which likely require fewer financial resources but greater nurturing 

appe~rs to be still quite low. The Bank continues to opt in favour of 

measures such as technical assistance, which serve secondarily to prime the 

pump of lending. We believe more flexible policies conc~rning the lev.els and 

composition of assistance to countries are essential if the current problem of 

neglect of institutional and human capital development is to be adequately 

addressed. 

B. Lending to Kenya 

The types of projects the Bank financed in Kenya and Tanzania in the 

1970s were fairly similar.!/ They fell into two basic categories: 

1 The Annex provides brief descriptions of World Bank agricultural crap 
projects in each country -- sources a£ finance, crop focus, project 
purpose, etc. 
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(i) smallholder integrated area development projects and (ii) parastatal 

operated projects directed mainly towards agro-processing of export (or 

import substi~ution) crops -- tea, coffee, sugar, tobacco, pyrethrum and 

cashews, etc. In addition, the Bank also financed a number of miscellaneous 

other projects in Kenya -- a large scale irrigation project, a series of 

four agricultural credit projects, a group farms project arid projects in 

semiarid areas. 

These projects did not evidence a clear·sense of priorities derived 

from an analytical perspective with respect to the types of investments 

needed to modernize smallholder agriculture in the early sta:ges of 

development. They therefore did not reflect the concern for appropriate 

sequencing and phaging of activities that such a framework necessarily 

implies. Such a view would likely have stressed development of national 

capacity for agricultural research and extension and improvement of the 

policy, planning, budgetary, monitoring and evaluation capacity in the 

ministries of agriculture (including substantial investment in the training 

of nationals as well as in improving incent~ve systems in the governments in 

order to retain qualified staff). These emphases were to become priorities 

of the Bank in Kenya in the early 1980s but only after the generally poor 

implementation experience of an overextended 1970s project portfolio. 

1. Agro-Processing Project~ 

The number of agro-processing projects was greater in Tanzania (8) 
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thait' in Ken,ya (4) .J:.I Bank projects took the role of the public sector ·as 
\ 

given, especially in Tanzania, and indeed reinforced its role through 

substant,~.al investments in parastatals. The growing number of parastatals 

served as vehicles for channelling relatively large scale, centralized 

investmet'lt,s in a reasonably short period of time. Indeed, it would have much 

more been difficult to provide this magnitude of resources to a decentralized, 

small. ~iC:!ale agro-processing sector .. 

There were, however, other reasons for supporting public sector agro-

processingft Due to scale economies dictated by the lack of alternative 

technologies, large investments are required for processing some crops.~/ In 

the absence of a well-developed indigenous private sector, the development of 

public sector agro-processing was deemed necessary. 

The tea and coffee projects in Keny~ represent probably the best 

example of Bank agro-processing projects in Africa. The first two tea 

1/ Of the 29 agricultural operations financed in Kenya with total funding 
commitments of $721.4 million (see Annex for more complete project des
criptions), three were for the development of smallholder tea (two for 
establishing smallholder production in the 1960s and one for establishing 
tea factories in 1974), one for improvement of already established small
holder coffee production including processing (in 1979), two sugar 
projects (one involving a new factory in 1977 and another rehabilitation 
of existing sugar factories in 1978), a cotton processing project in 1982, 
a fisheries projects, two livestock projects (involving the development of 
ranches in 1969 and 1974), three focestry projects, four agricultural 
credit projects, one group farm project, one irrigation project, two in
tegrated agricultural projects, one extension project, two semi-arid areas 
projects, two technical assistance projects and three structural/sectoral 
adjustment operations. 

2/ j~is appears to be more true for coffee and tea than for flue cured 
tob•c~o, although in Malawi the government has promoted large scale 
estate production of flue cured tobacco because of the belief that 
smallholders cannot affort the costs of investments in processing. (See 
forthcoming paper by U. Lele on estate versus smallholder production 
strategies) .. 
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projects, funded in collaboration .with CDC, helped establish smallholder 

production~!/ In addition, the provision of tea processing facilities through 

a third loan in the 1970s alleviated a major constraint to the otherwise well 

organized tea sector. The Bank also made a very important contribution to the 

analysis and resolution of KTDA's financial problems that resulted from the 

exchange rate losses that followed unanticipated devaluations. 

The Smallholder Coffee Project financed by the Bank in 1980 also 

alleviated an important constraint to the development of smallholder coffee 

production by providing assistance for the rehabilitation or construction of 

cooperative factories. Coffee cooperatives in Kenya have on the whole been 

impressive in providing effective ~ervicess to smallholders. The Bank 

contributed to this excellent perfo~mance by addressing the important problem 

of delays in coffee payments to producers. 

The experience with the remaining agro-processing projects has been 

less positive. Sugar processing projects in Kenya have ~ad many prob~ems. 

The South Nyanza sugar project was located in a drought prone area and 

inadequate production ~ervices were provided to the outgrowers by the sugar 

factory. The factory also experienced substantial cost overruns due to 

unanticipated exchange rate adjustments at the same time that world sugar 

prices collapsed,. thus making imports more competitive. 

The South Nyanza project stresses the particular vulnerability of 

projects that at the outset are only marginally profitable only to have world 

market prices move in the opposite direction to that predicted. The South 

1/ CDC deserves much of the credit for creating KTDA's impressive 
institutional capacity. See Lele and Meyers, op cit. 
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Nyanza project -- as were several other projects in Kenya -- was funded partly 

in response to the government's concerns about regional income distribution. 

When shortages in cane throughput were encountered by the factory, the Bank 

recommended that the Government of Kenya raise its entire sugar price 

structure in order to improve producer incentives. However, this occurred in 

a situation where producer prices were already above impor~ p~rity. Other 

sugar factories in Kenya had much lower cost structures and therefore could 

potentially earn considerable rents from increased prices.!/ Efforts by the 

Bank to also assist in the rehabilitation of the sugar sector in Kenya were 

undermined by the government's reluctance to engage in subsidiary financing 

agreements with the private sector and thus this project also did not achieve 

its objectives. 

a. Other "Marginal" Projects . 

The Bank's agricultural portfolio in Kenya in tQe 1970s had the 

effect of contributing to a level of expenditures in agriculture beyond the 

government's financial and administrative capability as well as increasing the 

~arginality of the overall investment portfolio. It can be argued that the 

Bank ought to undertake h'igh risk, difficult to implement projects while 

leaving those investments with higher and more certain returns to the 

government. Accepting this argument, the question then is one of whether in 

undertaking such risky investments the Bank's invol\'ement helps reduce future 

risks for similar investments; also whether its investments represent the most 

!/ See Chapter IV, Lele and Meyers, op cit. 
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cost effective approaches. On both these grounds, the Bura Irrigation 

Settlement Project receives low marks. 

When begun, the Bura project was by the Ba~k's own admission quite 

costly but this cost was justified on the basis of the go·u-ernment' s keenness 

to invest in irrigation in order to relieve land pressure and create 

employment opportunities. A project of this magnitude sho~ld, however, 

arguably have never have oean financed as KenyQ had little experience in 

irrigation. There were many problems with soil~ and with the design of the 

irrigation system as well as with settling the target population in an 

inhospitable area. 

I Certainly once it became clear that cost escalations would be very 

high (total base costs in 1982 were 187% of appraisal estimates), the 

economics of the project should have appeared questionable an~ the government 

should have been persuaded .to stop the project before the construction of the 

dams began. However, this did not happen. Several othe~ projects in .Kenya 

were similar~y of questionable value when approved, e.g., the Group Farms 

Project, 2nd IADP and at least two phases of the AFC credit projects. All 

performed poorly. For instance, considerable skepticism was voiced by 

, I 

technical staff in the Bank about the viability of the Group Farms ProJect and 

yet it was approved. As a consequence much of the credit had to be cancelled 

because of farmers lack of intere·st in group farming. 

The first AFC agricultural credit project was quite successful in 

increasing the production of smallholder dairying, though this result was not 

one that had been anticipated in the project's design. Subsequent credit 

operations, however, expanded credit provision well beyond the institutional 

capacity of AFC and, although AFC's institutional weaknesses were quite 
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. obvious, continued to be approved. By 1986 the Bank was forced to consider 

alternative mechanisms to AFC for provision of credit; 

The Cotton Processing and Marketing project was also a failure 

because of a host of problems not adequately anticipated in project 

appraisal. These included the lack of adequate research findings on cotton, 

institutional weakness of the cotton marketing board, the ~ol~tility of 

climate and gloomy world market prospects. 

The Integrated Agricultural Development Projects (IADPs) were found 

to be too complex. In the first IADP 13 institutions and 5 ministries were 

involved and project coverage extended over four provinces, two of which 

suffered from problems of weak cooperatives, inadequate extension services and 

questionable technical packages. Once again the Bank agreed to finance the 

first IADP partly to oblige the government in meeting its politically 

important regional income distribution objectives. What is puzzling, however, 

is that a large follow-on second phase of IADP was financed even though the 

first phase was encountering major difficulties.!/ 

The generally poor performance of the Bank's portfolio is shown in 

Table II.7 which categorizes projects by re-estimated economic rates of 

return. Since a number of projects would have very low ERRs but are still on-

going (Bura, Baringo) or are ones for which PCRs either were not done (AFC 

III) or have not yet been officially issued (Sugar Rehabilitation), the 

overall picture is even less positive. 

The above review has contained only very brief high\ights from the 
Bank's project experience. A detailed project by project treatment is 
found in Lele and Meyers, op cit. 
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3. Issues Raised By The Bank's Project Lending Experience 

The problems encountered. in the Bank's projec~ p~rtfolio in Kenya 

suggest several general observations about the factors that have limited its 

success as well as factors that might contribute to increased success in the 

future. 

a. Comparative Advantage and World Market Prospects 

The first issue arises from the Bank's tea and coffee projects. It 

has to do with the type of advice and financing the Bank shoulq provide for 

crops with limited world market prospects in situations where countries 

producing these crops have a strong comparative advantage in their 

production. In the case of manufactured goods the Bank has consistently 

supported the principle-of dynamic comparative advantage. In the case of tea 

or coffee, however, due to perceived conflicts among its various borrowers 

(e.g., Sri Lanka and India vis-a-vis East African countries) and the likely 

decline in their individual incomes from aggregate expansion of production, 

the Bank has stressed intensification of existing production and processing 

rather than area expansion.!/ Fungibility, of course, means that it does not 

particularly matter which investments the Bank finances. It is the marginal 

investments made possible by such financing that are of interest. In the 

Kenyan case the financing provided by the Bank for processing facilities for 

1/ The policy, has however, allowed for considerable flexibility in its 
implementation based on the consideration that countries with no 
alternative crop opportunities should be allowed to receive support from 
the Bank. The Bank therefore undertook a tea project in Tanzania, which 
established 15,000 ha. of tea, whereas in Kenya it restricted its 
financing to the establishment of factories. 
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tea .and coffee provided a strong incentive for smallholders to expand the area 

under cultivation, especially given Kenya's positive incentive price policies 

and effective services to smallholders. However, intensification of 

production (i.e., increased yields per ha), which the Bank did seek to 

promote, has not materialized in either tea or coffee.!/ 

b. Factors Influencing Decision Making at the Farm Level 

The factors influencing intensification and how .the government might 

assist in this process from the perspective of fostering both short and long 

term growth are areas that require detailed analysis. Indeed, the lack of 

farmer uptake in a number of the Bank's projects (e.g., the Narok, AFC and 

Group Farms projects) suggests a more general point, namely, that despite the 

Bank's substantial investments in smallholder agriculture in Kenya, relatively 

little is known concerning the factors that influence small farmer decision 

making. Similarly, despite the Bank's substantial investments in t€a, . . 

relatively little systematic knowledge exists of the factors affecting 

resource allocation in tea production.~/ 

c. Influence on Allocation of Capital 

The third issue relates to the Bank's influence on resource 

allocation decisions made by the government. Bank-supported projects in the 

1970s, though undertaken to assist the government in achieving regional equity 

!/ See forthcoming paper by Lele on estate versus smallholder production. 

~/ The Bank is, however, currently carrying out a major review of the 
coffee subsector. 
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objectives, nonetheless· a·bsorbed disproportionately large shares of scarce 

Kenyan public sector financial and administrative reso·urces for activities 

that achieved low rates of return. This diversion of resources has had both a 

human capital and a financial dimension. The former is hard to quantify, but 

is reflected on the one hand in the demands made on scarce administrative and 

manpower resources and, on the other, in the postpon~ment of.necessary 
. ~ 

investments in agricultural research, rural physical infrastructure and human 

capital. 

The problem of misallocation of resources can be succinctly and 

graphically illustrated in numerical terms. Bank-sponsored activities in just 

four subsectors -- Bura, Sugar, IADP and AFC, all of which were marginal 

projects -- accounted for at least half of the MOA's development expenditure 

budget during the 1977/78 to 1982/83 period. Total gross budgetary 

expenditures by MOA increased by 46% in these five years or at an annual rate 

of 9.2% in nominal terms. Irrigation expenditures, of w~ich Sura rep~esented 

the major portion, reached a peak of KSH 9 million or 28.4% of the development 

budget in 1981/82, and sugar accounted for KSH 7.5 million (18.6%) in 

1982/83. Together these two activities alone accounted for just over 40% of 

the development budget in 1981/1982 and 1982/83. 

d. Riskbearing 

A related issue concerns risktakinz behaviour by the Bank. The 

relatively poor record of the Bank's agricultural portfolio in Kenya in 

comparison to Kenya's overall agricultural performance can be explained only 

to a limited extent by the Bank's willingness to be innovative and take 

risks. The poor performance of the portfolio in the 1970s stemmed more from a 
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tendency to.acquiesce to the government's political objectives artd to 

undertake quite risky marginal projects. Moreover, subsequent phases of these 

projects (IADP, AFC, etc.) were approved even though the earlier phases had 

not demonstrated effective results. 

Undue risks were also undertaken when evidence indicated that 

projects were unlikely to be feasible and yet strong actions.were not taken to 

stop such projects. E.g., when major cost escalations for the Bura irrigation 

dam became evident, the Bank took a far more optimistic posture toward the 

expected internal rate of return than the evidence from the project appraisal 

or subsequent supervision experience would appear to have warranted. Thus the 

government ended up having to provide financing for a substantially greater 

investment than. was originally envi'saged. 

As a result of the above problems, the overall quality of the Bank's 

portfolio suffered. Moreover, the anticipated long term gains in country 

relations that were to have resulted from maintaining or increasing lending 

levels did ~ot materialize. 

The Bank's shift to a tougher posture after the late 1970s, at a time 

when Kenya was facing serious macroeconomic difficulties, was, of course, 

justified on grounds of Kenya's overcommitments. But the contribution of the 

Bank's poor project portfolio to this situation tends to be overlooked as 

does the possibility that this factor affected Kenya's receptivity to Bank 

overtures during the SAL process and subsequently. 

Despite the above problems, it is important to point out that there 

has been a significant change in the Bank's approach to the agricultural 

sector in the last four years much of it in the very desirable direction of 

improving agricultural research, extension, credit and marketing capacity on a 
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subsectoral basis. -·In t·his connection, we believe it is necessary for the 

Bank to use its considerable influence in its policy dialogue with the 

government to press for development of Kenya's own planning and analytical 

capacity. This will involve getting the best Kenyan manpower to work on the 

problems of agriculture as well as engineering a larger supply of such 

manpower as opposed to continuing reliance on the short te;m palliative of 

external technical assistance.!/ · 

Any comprehensive effort to address the above analytical and 

management constraints will obviously require a dialogue between the Bank and 

the government about setting up mechanisms by which the best Kenyan minds can 

be deployed (and retained) to work on Kenya's policy problems on a long-term 

basis. It will also mean the Bank will need to seek help from other donors, 

e.g., the u.s., in achieving this objective as the Bank does not have a 

comparative advantage in providing long-term financial support to Kenya's 

university and research institutions that are engaged in.agricultural .and 

social-economic research. It will require investment in increasing the supply 

of Kenyans with post-graduate training in disciplines that are important for 

formulating and implementing effective agricultural policies. 

Success in achieving these objectives will obviously.depend on the 
government's willingness to adopt measures to strengthen governmental 
capacity. This might be prompted by providing assistance with which to 
give long term (five year) contracts to Kenyan foreign trained 
university and research personnel with advanced degrees in economics, 
sociology, etc., who are now in relatively abundant supply in Kenya and 
who swell the ranks of consulting firms that serve foreign donors. 
However, this would require considerably change in the government's 
current stance toward use of highly trained non-civil servants. 
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4. Structural Adjustment Lending 

Increasing economic difficulties in the second half of the 1970s led 

Kenya to seek support from IDA and the IMF. This resulted in the financing of 

the first Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL). The first SAL did not involve an 

agricultural component. Instead the Bank began an increased program of sector 

work on agriculture in the early 1980s. The second SAL (US$.130.9 million) 

included components designed to address "key" constraints in the agricultural 

sector. Specifically, the program was to support: 1) reforms of pricing and 

marketing policies; 2) regularization of land subdivision; and 3) removal of 

budgetary and management bottlenecks. 

Relatively little policy action was forthcoming from the government 

in the above three areas, suggesting that the Bank and GOK were not equally 

committed to the set of reforms specified in SAL II. It is also likely that 

commitment to these objectives varied within the government. The one 

exception to this has been the progress made in the area·of planning and 

budgetting in the Ministry of Agriculture, which has in turn has led to 

similar reforms in other government ministries. 

The Bank has recently moved towards a broader approach t~ 

agricultural development in Kenya. In support of general economic and 

agricultural reformsf in 1986 it approved two operations that demonstrate a 

more comprehensive vision of future agricultural development in Kenya, namely, 

the Agricultural Sector Adjustment Operation (US$ 20 million) and an . 

Agricultural Sector Management Project (US$ 11.1 million), both using IDA 

funds. The latter involves a technical assistance project designed to support 

the strengthening of major agricultural institutions in the public sector 
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while also providing support for reforms promoted by the Agricultural Sector 

Operation. 

The Agricultural Sector Operation involves an import support 

component to fund fertilizers, pesticides and chemicals, agricultural 

machinery and spare parts, veterinary services, seeds, petroleum and transport 

equipment for the sector. In addition to the inputs compone~t, the Sector 

Operation contains a further set of ambitious objectives for its short (two 

year) time frame. It seeks to (i) improve production and investment 

incentives with a focus on prices, marketing and private sector development; 

(ii) implement programs of parastatal reform including divestiture and 

rehabilitation: (iii) support futher restructuring of the public investment 

and expenditur~ program; and (iv) increase the flow of credit to 

smallholders. 

The initiatives contained in these two new efforts are clearly steps 

in the right direction. In light of the problems noted earlier in the Bank's 

past lending program, the question needs to be raised whether they involve too 

many initiatives spanning too many institutions within too short a time 

period. They also convey great optimism about the extent to which, and the 

pace at which, the government will be willing to significantly alter past 

policies. The experience of the past twenty years demonstrates that the Bank 

has been consistently unduly optimistic-about proposed policy changes. 

Finally, we note that after 26 years of involvement in Kenya, the 

Bank is now considering financing an agricultural research project. We very 

much support an effort to improve Kenya's agricultural research capacity. 
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However, we also recognize that this is a formidable task in which success 

will only be realized over the long term.!/ 

D. Lending to Tanzani! 

Although the Bank. provided some assistance to the Tanzania Rural 

Development Bank for on-lending of agricultural credit, lending to Tanzania 

has been mainly concentrated in two areas: (i) support for crop parastatals 

and (ii) support for regional integrated rural development projects.~/ 

1. Su~ for Crop Parastatals 

IBRD and IDA have provided loans and credits of $261 million in 

support of various crop parastatals handling tea, cotton, cashews, sugar, 

tobacco, pyrethrum and gr~ins (see Annex). The total costs of these 

investments were, however, even larger in that the goverrtment and other donors 

also provided funding for these projects (see Annex). 

1.1 
?:_/ 

See Lele and Goldsmith, op cit. 

In Tanzania there were 25 operations including two tea projects: three 
tobacco projects, one involving (smallholder) production and two 
involving processing and handling of tobacco; t'ii"O cashewnut processing 
projects involving the establishment of cashew factories; one 
smallholder cotton production project; one sugar project involving 
financing of a sugar factory and nucleus estate p1;oduction; one 
smallholder maize production project and one project in support of the 
national milling corporation that handled the marketing, storage, 
milling and sale of maize on a monopsony basic; one smallholder 
pyrethrum production and processing project; one coconut productiort 
project; two livestock ranching and one dairy development projects; one 
fisheries project; two forestry projects; two credit projects; three 
integrated area development projects; and one Export Rehabilitation 
Credit in support of macro and sectoral policy reform. 
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The objective of the first tea project. (in 1972) was to improve tea 

processing, handling, marketing, extension arid cooperative services. As in 

the case of the tea factory project in Kenya (financed in 1974), the project 

in Tanzania focused on intensification of smallholder tea. However, as was 

also true in Kenya, the result was largely an increase in the area under 

cultivation rather than increased intensification. This was.followed by the 

financing of a smallholder tea consolidation project in 1980 (we indicated in 

Part I that smallholder tea is one of the few crops which has shown positive 

growth -- 13.7% annually-- in production ir1 Tanzania). The tobacco 

processing (1976) and handling (1978) projects were aimed at improving these 

functions in the tobacco subsector. The Kilombero Sugar Project in 1974 (like 

the South Nyanza project in Kenya) financed the constructiQn of a sugar 

factory and the establishment of a nucleus sugar estate as w.ell as services 

,for outgrowers. 

The two cashew processing projects in 1974 1.11::.i 1978 financed ·the 

mechanical processing of cashews. The 1980 Pyrethrum Project financed 

improvements in smallholder production of pyrethrum. Finally, t.he Grain 

Storage and Milling Project was, despite its name, undertaken primarily to 

address the problem of inefficiency in the grain marketing board (NMC), which 

had accumulated financial losses of TSh 3 billion by the end of the 1970s. 

The above agro-processing projects in Tanzania generally did poorly 

because of crop production failures. Project appraisals in the 1970s did not 

fully anticipate the full effects of the government's policies towards the 

smallholder sector (outlined in Part I of this paper), which led to either 

stagnation or decline in the production of most export crops. 
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The Bank, moreover, did not question the monopsony functions of the 

parastatals involved in agroprocessing. In fact by channelling nearly half of 

its total commitments to the agricultural sector directly to the parastatals, 

it inadvertently reinforced their already dominant position. By 1983, 

however, the Bank 1 s Agricultural Sector Report concluded that "due to 

overwhelming institutional and national problems this assi~ta~ce [to 

parastatals] has bad little positive effect'' (p. 70). 

Tanzania has the highest number of projects with zero or negative 

rates of return among all MADIA countries (see Table II~7). Of the (10) 

Tanzanian projects audited by OED only two (Flue Cured Tobacco and Smallholder 

Tea Development) had economic rates of return over 10 percent, one (Kilombero 

Sugar) had a rate of retur,~; •:.f ~.~ and 7 (Kigoma, National Maize, Tabora, 

Geita, Cashewnut, Tobacco Handling, Tobacco Processing) had negative rates of 

return. The audits were done soon after completion of these projects and the 

situation in these crops has deteriorated further since ~hen. It is doubtful 

if the Kilombero Sugar or the Tobacco Projects would now show a positive rate 

of return. In view of the fact that 22% of the total $133.6 million borrowed 

for these projects was on IBRD terms, it is clear that Tanzania would have 

been better off if it had not borrowed for these projects. 

2. Support for Regional Development Projects 

The projects which received the most attention in Tanzania in the 

mid-1970s were the rural or regional integrated development project (RIDEPs) 

While the RIDEPs in Kigoma (1974), Tabora (1977) and Mwanza/Shinyanga (1978) 

varied in emphasis, they had in common a multisectoral approach to the 

development of a geographical area. 
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Government actively pursued donor financing for RIDEPs. As in Kenya, 

it viewed these projects as a vehicle for sp~eading development assistance 

throughout the countryside, especially to the traditionally poorer, negl~cted 

regions. The idea was appealing to the Bank (and to other donors) for both 

developmental and pragmatic reasons. Given the decentralized governmental 

system in Tanzania, donors were able to channel resources to'several sectors 

at once, rather than having to deal with different central ministries. Also 

the number of beneficiaries "reached" through these agricultural and rural 

development projects increased, giving the impression that the donor poverty 

alleviation mandates of the 1970s were being met. By.the end of the 1970s 

most regions were covered with RIDEPs funded by various donors (i.e., France, 

UK, EEC, USAID). 

Most of these projects were prepared and implemented through the 

provision of technical assistance. Given ·their complexity, the government had 

insufficient capacity to plan and implement such projects. The government was 

less willing to accept technical assistance for World ~ank RIDEPs than for 

those of other donors, e.g., France and USAID, on grounds tha~ IDA resources 

were "expensive" compared to those acquired with grant money. Also the 

bilaterals recruited their own TA whereas the Bank policy was to minimize its 

involvement in administering TA. 

The RIDEPs often included social welfare compo·nents that only 

marginally contributed to economic productivity (i.e., water supply, schools, 

health clinics). The projects were also frequently not located in the areas 

of much agricultural potential, e.g., Kigoma, Mwanza, Tabora. They were often 

justified on grounds on improving interregional equity. However the crops 

they frequently focused on (usually foodcrops) were not the ones with the 
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greatest income earning possibilities. For instance in Tabora few resources 

were devoted to the development of. tobacco or to cotton in Mwanza/Shinyanga in 

much the same way that donor funded projects in Africa in the 1960s had 

completely overlooked concern for food crops and had concentrated solely on 

export crops. 

Performance in these projects was so far below expectations that the 

Mara RIDEP, a project the Bank had already appraised and negotiated in the 

early 1980s, was not presented to the Bank's Board for approval. Due to the 

macropolicy and sectoral policy environment in Tanzania discussed in Part I of 

this paper, the RIDEPs also suffered from l~ck of trained Tanzanian manpower, 

frequent institutional changes and shortage of recurrent financing, fuel and 

spare parts. Officials also frequently commandeered vehicles ,.;._t:\d equipment 

provided by the Bank for Party or personal use. 

The difficulties of implementing complex· multisectoral projects, even 

in the absence of macro and structural constraints, had already become evident 

by 1974. A World Bank-initiated study of African rural development d~signed 

to suggest lessons for Bank operations had documented this evidence •. !/ :;:-.,,.,. 

findings of the study were endorsed by the Bank and were reiterated in an 

agricultural and rural development sector study on Tanzania at around the same 

time. 

The interesting question is why these integrated projects were 

financed in light of the evidence of the study. It is evident in retrospect 

that the spirit of Mr. McNamara•s Nairobi speech was congruent with the spirit 

!{ Uma Lele, op cit. 
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of Mr. Nyerere's Arusha Declaration. Both contrib~ted to the Bank's decision 

in 1973 to go ahead with the Kigoma project. Once begun the momentum 

developed by these projects was difficult to curtail. Also, as we pointed out 

in Section IV on policy analysis, the Bank was slow in facing up to the 

consequences of the policy failures that were increasingly becoming obvious in 

Tanzania. 

3. Structural Adjustment Lending 

By the end of the 1970s Tanzania's domestic economic crisis had been 

accentuated by the break up of the East Africa community, the Ugandan war, the 

second oil shock and the drop in the commodity prices following the coffee 

boom. Project implementation was hampered by a shortage of foreign exchange 

for recurrent costs, spare parts and fuel. The government therefore 

approached the Bank in 1981 for balance of payments support. 

As in the case of Malawi and Kenya, little systematic macroeconomic 

or sectoral analysis existed in the Bank on constraints to growth. Thus there 

was insufficient knowledge that could be used to stipulate the conditions 

necessary for government reform, although the project lending experience in 

all sectors had certainly provided abundant evidence of the existence of 

various constraints to growth. The Bank's broad mandate to use structural 

adjustment lending to obtain macroeconomic and sectoral policy reform had also 

not yet been agreed to by the Bank's major shareholders. Thus the 1981 Export 

Rehabilitation Credit of $50 million was from the Bank's perspective fairly 

conservative in terms of the conditions it sought to have GOT agree to. It 

appeared quite radical to the government, however, which was not ready to 

consider such drastic reforms. 
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The majo-r objective of the credit was to increase the allocation of 

scarce resources to the agricultural sector and to improve incentives for 

export production through a foreign exchange retention scheme for exporters as 

well as increases in producer prices. These reforms were, however, too puny 

in relation to the extent of overvaluation of the currency and greatly 

overexpanded government expenditures. The Bank's export r~habilitation credit 

therefore had' relatively little positive impact although it perhaps served to 

avert to some minor extent further decline in Tanzania's export agriculture. 

In 1984/85 the government adopted a number of reform measures 

including the devaluation of the shilling from TSM12 to TSM17. However, the 

shilling still remained hopelessly out of line with the market rate, which was 

5 to 10 times the official rate. Official producer and consumer prices and 

prices of inputs were also raised sharply to reduce budgetary subsidies. The 

National Milling Corporation was declared to be the buyer and seller of last 

resort. Cooperatives were reintroduced as the primary agents for procurement, 

storage and delivery of export crops. Marketing boards were created to 

undertake the remaining responsibilities of crop authorities. Several public 

ente~prises {n the agricultural and the industrial sector were dissolved and 

the number of ministries was reduced from 22 to 15. The foreign exchange 

retention scheme introduced under the Bank's export rehabilitation audit was 

expanded. Discrimination against the agricultural sector, however, continued 

in the foreign exchange retention scheme as only 10 to 15% of the foreign 

exchange could be retained by traditional mostly agricultural exporters 

whereas 50% to 100% could be retained by non-traditional mostly manufacturing 

exporters. 
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The effect··of the above reforms was rather shortlived. Once again in 

1985/86 the lack of adequate adjustment in the exchang·e rate (nil} and only 

small adjustments in producer prices (20%) weakened the effectiveness of these 

measures given the domestic inflation rate of 30%. 

Aid coordination meetings had come to a halt in Tanzania after 

1977. The government did not want to provide a forum in whie9 the donors 

could "gang-up" against it to press for policy reforms. The so-called 

"friendly donorsu, ioe., Sweden, Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands, shared 

the government's concern on this matter. 

In November 1986, after a hiatus of five years in Bank funding to the 

agricultural sector, the Bank approved an IDA loan of US$50 million and a 

special African Facility loan (US$46.2million) for a multisector 

· rehabilitation effort. 

In June 1986, however, the first Consultative Group meeting was held 

for Tanzania in nine years based on a number of measures the governmeqt had 

already undertaken or proposed to undertake. For example, the government 

announced the devaluation of the shilling to 40 US$ and stated its intention 

to eliminate overvaluation by 1988 by devaluing at a rate equal to or greater 

than 1% per annum in real terms. It proposed to dismantle quantitative 

restrictions and to switch to tariffs. It indicated its intention to 

reconsider foreign exchange retention rates so as to eliminate discrimination 

against agriculture, to .impose limits on borrowing by the six major crop 

marketing boards and NMC, to reduce budgetary deficits, to restructure the 

public investment program, and to undertake a study of parastatal 

efficiency.. Price controls were also to be reduced from a total of 400 down 

to 47 (over 1000 prices were controlled in 1981). The practice of confining 
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imports of goods to specifi.G. parastatals was to be-dismantled. Lastly, in 

agriculture producer price levels were to be 60% to 70'% of f .o.ba prices (or 

to result in at least a 5% increase in real terms, whichever was higher). 

Grain trade from farmgate to consumer was liberalized. NMC as well 

as individuals were permitted to move up to 450 kgs. (five bags)_ across 

regional borders without a permit. However, permits would.still be needed 

for interregional trade although even the~e were to be abolished by March 

1987.!/ The quality of produce was to be improved by giving premiums for 

higher grades. 

Private estates were to be allowed to undertake their own exports. 

Cooperative unions and other producers also were going to be encouraged to 

undertake exports, as well as to i~port and distribute seeds and 

fertilizers. Studies were to be undertaken of seed, fertilizer and crop 

marketing. 

There is once again much excitement in the donor community (similar 

to that noted after Mr. Nyerere's famous speech 10 years· after the Arusha 

Declaration) about the potential change that will result from the above 

announced intentions. Aid commitments have already begun to increase in 

response to these statementso However, the history of policymaking in 

Tanzania is one where a strongly entrenched and highly ideological political 

party has wielded a great deal of influence over policymaking (much more than 

in Kenya and .Malawi where technocrats play a greater role). Also, Tanzania 

has in the past shown greater willingness to introduce controls than to 

1/ It is noteworthy that Government o£ Tanzania had gone further in 
liberalizing grain tr.ade by 1985/86 than had Kenya. 
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implemant new policy reforms. Thus, before large aid conunitments are once 

again flowing, it will be important to have clear agreements with the 

government on spec_ific reforms that will be implemented·, to carefully monitor 

this implementation and to stand ready to stop lending if reforms are not 

implemented in good faith. 

E. Lending to Malawi 

1. Integrated Rural Development 

In Malawi the Bank focussed almost exclusively on the problems of 

smallholder production by funding integrated area development projects. The 

Lilongwe Development Project was the showpiece. Started in 1967, the Lilongwe 

project was the forerunner of a series of integrated rural development 

.projects (IRDPs) in Malawi and elsewhere in Africa •. !/ Eleven integrated area 

development projects (see Ann~x) were approved in Malawi. These included 

Shire in 1968, a second Lilongwe in 1971, the Karonga and Shire projects in 

.1972, a third phase of Lilongwe in 1975, followed by a second phase of Karonga 

in 1976 and a third phase of Shire in 1978. IDA, IBRD and government 

commitments to these eight projects totalled $70.8 million. It is noteworthy 

that $62.5 million or over 88% of these resources came from the Bank. 

Three additional projects were financed when the Bank began to shift 

away from an intensive area development approach in 1978 and the first 

National RuFal Development Program (NRDP) was begun. The NRDP involved a 

modification of the IRDP approach with greater emphasis on provision of 

!I See U. Lele, op cit. Also Lele, Oyejide, Bumb and Bindlish, "Nigeria's 
Agricultural Policy and the World Bank's Role". Paper prepared for 
MADIA Study. 
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agricultural inputs and farm services and less on intensive staffing and on 

infrastructure. The cost of NRDP I, $66.0 million, was, ~owever, similar to 

that of earlier area development projects ($56 million of which was financed 

by a number of donors -- IDA~ CDA, CDF, U.K., Germany). Subsequent phases of 

NRDP were financed by the Bank in 1981 and 1983. 

The above IRDP projects-sought to increase the prod~ctivity'of 

smallholder crops such as maize, groundnuts, tobacco, cotton, rice~ beans and 

potatoes, and also livestock. Their emphasis was on group credit, input 

supply and extension. The initial Lilongwe projects involved a much heavier 

emphasis on improvement of physical infrastructure (i.e., roads and soil 

conservation) than did the subsequent area or n£tional projects. 

The most important weakness of these. projects concerned the lack of 

attention to sequencing and phasing of investments. Large investments in 

physical infrastructure, office buildings and expansion of the agricultural 

service staff were undertaken without first developing profitable technical 

packages for crop production.!/ This occurred despite the fact that project 

implementation experience repeatedly demonstrated the poor perform~nce of 

technical packages. 

One consequence of these expenditures on infrastructure was a 

substantial growth in government capital and recurrent budgetary commitments 

in the agricultural sector once Bank funding was phased out. However, without 

1/ Jones' analysis of World Bank project cost data shows that Malawi had 
the highest allocations to physical infrastructure (13%) of all project 
component costs compared to any other MADIA country -- 9.8% in Nigeria; 
8.2% in Cameroon; 6% in Tanzania; 3.9% in Kenya; and 3.8% in Senegal. 
See C. Jones, "A Review of World Bank Agricultural Assistance to Six 
African Countries". Paper prepared for MADIA Study, May 1985. 
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an increase in productivity or in production growt~, it was difficult to 

sustain these expenditures. It is also important to recall that, as we 

indicated in Part I of this paper, much of the benefits from these 

expenditures were being captured by the government through a producer pricing 

policy and were being invested in the rapid expansion of the estate sector. 

The Bank was relatively slow in the 1970s in recognizing that . . 
technological along with price constraints were inhibiting the growth of 

smallholder production, although IRDP project evidence had pointed in this 

direction since 1972. The Audit Reports for selected projects make this 

abudantly clear Shire Valley Phase I: *'The maize component was just 

'thrown in' at the last minute , .. no varieties of maize existed that were 

. , . there suitable for the project area" (p. 3); Shire Valley Phase III: " 

was no proven technology available to be extended to farmers" (PCR, 4.5.5). 

Yield ta.:;·;ets for maize and sorghum were not achieved due to unavailability of 

drought resistant seeds. (PCR, 4.6.5.); Lilongwe Phase I: "Maize yi~lds 

showea no sustained increase and groundnut yields decreased. Poor weather may 

have been partially responsible. There is no discussion of the viability of 

the technical packages" (PPAR, pp. ii and 10); Second Karonga Rural 

Development Project: "Survey evidence showing that the percentage of farmers 

following extension advice declined for most part in the second phase of the 

project. Data suggest that the second phase project failed to introduce new 

technology to additional farmers" (PPAR, 10-11). 

While the Bank was obviously aware of the problem of poor adoption of 

technical packages, later phases of preparation of Lilongwe and NRDP continued 

to emphasize improving infrastructure and extension and marketing services. 

When it became evident that investments in area development projects were too 
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expensive in terms of the manpower and finances required for reproducing this 

approach on a country-wide basis, 'NRDP consolidated its ceverage and the 

projects provided services on a less intensive basis. The emphasis 

nevertheless still continued to be on extension, which along with credit was 

to take up 40% of the costs; other costs were road construction (26%), credit 

(12%), health (6%) and forestry (5%). 

The problem of slow adoption of improved maize is to date still a 

significant one. Thus., in spite of 11 separate Bank-funded rural development 

projects with commitments of close to $104.3 million, only six percent of 

acreage in Malawi is currently under improved maize compared to 60% in 

Kenya. 

A willingness to ask searching questions about underlying technical 

problems occurred only in the 1980's. The lack of growth of smallholder 

agricultural production from investments in the ,area develo~ment projects in 

Malawi in the 1970s led to two new types of financing. On the one hand a . . 

number of functional projects were financed in support of agricultural 

research, fertilizer distribution and extension, all designed to alleviate the 

constraints that had been identified by the area development projects. On the 

other hand, the SAL's addressed the issues of agricultural prices, subsidies 

and public expenditure patterns. 

One of these new initiatives, the Bank's 1985 Agricultural Research 

Project resulted from high quality work unde~taken by Bank staff in Malawi on 

analysis of local technological requirements. It would appear that the issue 

of technological constraints is at last receiving the attention it deserves. 
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2. Overall Project Impact 

Smallholder agriculture in Malawi h~s not suffered from rapid changes 

in institutions serving agriculture nor from macropolicy distortions to the 

degree that has been the case in Tanzania. However, as in other two 

countries, area development projects suffered from technological optimism 

conceived without socio-economic review and were dependent upon planning and 

implementing resources on a scale well beyond what Malawi had available. 

Thera has therefore been a heavy reliance on expatriate manpower for planning 

and implementation for an even longer period than in Kenya and Tanzania. 

Malawi's institutions have, however, generally been well run and a 

surprisingly large number of well trained Malawians have taken over 

agricultural management and, increasingly, policymaking despite the extent and 

length of the expatriate presence. 

The above relatively favorable macro and administrative environment 

has meant that project implementation has been generally_carried out 

satisfactorily. This may partly explain the fact that of the seven 

agricultural projects audited by OED in Malawi not a single project was 

estimated to have had negative rates of return, two (Lilongwe II and Karonga 

I) had ERRs of 8% and 6% respectively, three (Shire II 1 Shire III and Karonga 

II) were estimated to have ERRs of 13%, 15% and 14%, and (Shire I and Lilongwe 

III) ERRs of 25% (see Table II.7). One, of course, must qualify these 

estimates somewhat given that in most cases the data were not adequate to 

precisely calculate benefits, especially in light of the subsistence nature of 

food crops and the weather fluctuations involved. Also ERRs were calculated 

inmediately upon completion of these projects and sometimes reflected a degree 

of optimism concerning their achie~ements based on marketed food production 
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that has not b.eing borne out in other data on Malawi's agricultural 

performance. Recall also the earlier observation that' Malawi's nutritional 

levels are still some of the lowest in Africa. 

In spite of the above qualifications, the quantifiable imp~ct of the 

Bank's project involvement has undoubtedly been greater in Malawi than in 

Tanzania. One of the main causes of the nonetheless relative~y limited impact 

has been the Bank's excessive focus on investments while not de~oting adequate 

attention to matters of implicit and explicit agricultural taxation, 

technological constraints, land access and smallholder participation in export 

crop production. The Bank has taken measures to address at least two of 

these, namely, agricultural taxation and technologies (although it is not 

clear that major technical br-eakthroughs will occur relatively quickly in 

rainfed crops like cotton and groundnut). A major lesson of the Malawian 

expeLience is the need to take a holistic view of agricultural development. 

Otherwise critical issues such as land access and rights to grow expo~t crops 

are lost sight ofe 

3. !~r.uctural Adjustment Lending 

There have been three SALs; a fourth is under negotation. 'l'he first 

SAL in 1981 did not contain many policy conditions as the Bank had not 

underta~en sufficient background sector work for this when the first SAL was 

approved@ The second (1984) and third (1985) SALs have had substantial 

agricultu-ral components. Important emphases affecting agriculture stressed in 

these SALs include the following: improving producer prices for smallholders, 

estate diversification, restructuring of Press (Holdings}, ADMARC's asset 

rationali~ation, improved CO$t recovery, improving the operational efficiency 
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of parastatals, abolition of fertilizer subsidies~ increasing allocations to 

agriculture, health and education, and reducing expenditures on government 

buildings. 

Progress achieved by the SALs in four major areas critical to long

term growth are summarized below. We also indicate several areas in which 

additional progress would be desirable. 

a. Slow Growth of Smallholder Exports 

We pointed out in Section IV that the SAL process has resulted in a 

significant restructuring of producer incentives for export crops, especially 

with respect to their relationship with the price of maize (the latter was 

raised by 61% in 1981 leading to substantial accumulation of stocks at the 

cost of decreased export crop production). SALs II and III have progressively 

aimed at bringing smal.lholder producer p·rices for cotton, groundnuts and 

tobacco closer to export parity. 

The above correction of price incentives has, however, not resulted 

in as significant a price response as had been expected. This has prompted a 

recognition that the factors unde·:lying the slow adoption of improved 

practices are not well understood (albeit somewhat belatedly given the project 

experience of the 1970's and the emphasis in the early 1980s on the need for 

improvement in the fertilizer import and distribution system, and the 

agricultural extension and research systems). The Bank's current agricultural 

dive~sification st~dy is expected to lead to an increased understanding of 

these factors. It should be stressed again, however, that the Bank has been 

slow (in all three countries) in recognizing the need for long-term, 
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systematic collection 4nd analysis of farm management data in order to acquire 

an understanding of basic micro level constraints. 

b. Diversification of the Export Base 

The Bank has emphasized the importance of diversification of the 

estate se·ctor. However, investments also will have to be made in the 

smallholder sector to encourage diversification of production of export 

crops. Smallholder export crop development cannot occur without public 

investments in rural infrastructure marketing and processing such as occurred 

in Kenya. While there nas been some growth in smallholder tea and coffee 

production in Malawi (only 12% of tea is produced by smallholders in Malawi), 

on the whole the Bank has not addressed the issue of diversification of 

smallholder export.crop production. Also, the issue of licensing of 

smallholde~ production of tea, coffee, burley and flue cured tobacco will need 

to be addressed in order for there to be future expansion of export crops in 

the smallholder sector. The current emphasis on increasing the efficiency of 

estates (medium and long-term credit, management training, extension, etc.) 

may be diverting attention away from this basic issue, which will have a 

profound effect on the nature of future project investments in Malawi. 

c. Budgetary Considerations 

We pointed out earlier that the Bank's agricultural project 

investments contributed to the expansion of Malawi's recurrent budgetary 

· expenditures. While the Bank became aware of the budgetary implications of 

its own investments through carrying out an excellent analysis in the context 

of the NRDP Review in 1982, this did not result in a reduction of project 
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financing until the emphasis in the Bank's dialogue shifted from project 

lending to SAL's. 

Budgetary co·d~erns in the SALs have focussed on the issue of 

intersectoral resource allocation (e.g., pleas for increased budgetary 

resources for agriculture, education and water supply as well as for reducing 

the government's share of expenditures on the construction .. of_government 

office buildings). One result of the focus on improved r~source mobilization 

through increased cost recovery has been the removal of fertilizer 

subsidies. This is understandable on budgetary grounds, especially in view of 

increased producer prices for smallholder crops, but it is nevertheless 

somewhat ironic in view of the fact that the Bank had in the course of its 

project lending persuaded a reluctant Malawian government to introduce 

subsidies, based on the rationale that the process of fertilizer use was still 

in the early stages-in Malawi. (Also, as we noted above, slow adoption has 

been a persistent problem to date). 

While cost recoyery considerations are indeed important, they must be 

balanced against other considerations such as incentives for technology 

adoption. Nearly 80% of fertilizer use in the smallholder sector i.n Malawi is 

on relatively low value maize compared to Kenya where the majo·ri ty of the 

fertilizer use is on high value ex~ort crops. Yet only 6% of the area under 

maize in Malawi is planted with improved varieties compared to 50% in Kenya. 

Provided the Bank continues to stress the need to develop a solid 

understanding of farming systems constraints, the removal of fertilizer 

subsidies may not be a serious problem. Nevertheless, it is important to view 

this issue and technology adoption in Malawi in general, from a comparative 
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perspective in order to fully appreciate the extent of Malawi's less advanced 

technological progress. 

d. Parastatal Financing 

The Bank's concern with ADMARC's efficiency in the course of SALs has 

led it to focus on three aspects: (i) day to day operatio~s;_(ii) those 

resulting from ADMARC's investments in Press (Holdings); and (iii) those 

arising from government pricing policies. 

The lack of earlier Bank attention to the issue of ADMARC's 

efficiency appears in restrospect to have been partly a result of the fact 

that, unlike its counterparts in Kenya and Tanzania, ADMARC has had ample 

surpluses with which to operate without needing to be strictly cost effective 

-- a fact the Bank overlooked. Indeed, until quite recently
1 

the Bank 

regarded-ADMARC as a relatively efficient organization. The B~k's new 

position on ADMARC~s efficiency seems to result partly from the fact qf losses 

stemming from its having to finance accumulated maize stocks, which resulted 

from a government policy decision to raise maize prices by 61% in 1981 -- a 

decision over which ADMARC had no control. 

An additional concern arises from ADMARC's loans and equity in Press, 

an issue the Bank also overlooked in the 1970s. The Bank's 1975 Economic 

Report described estates as privately owned and benefitting from favorable 

tobacco prices, liberal trade and payment arrangements and relatively modest 

taxation. Competition between use of ADMARC's resources for estate versus the 

smallholder sector, especially for credit, were noted in the same report but 

this was not followed up on. The restructuring of ADMARC's finances in the 

course of the SALs has involved efforts to reduce ADMARC's financial role in 
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Press. This has proven to be a lengthy process although much progress has 

been achieved. 

ADMARC's need for strengthened financial management and increased 

efficiency stemmed in part from the serious liquidity problems it has faced 

due to the sharp fall in the export price of tobacco in 1985 and less than 

expected maize exports. The restructuring of ADMARC has a~so.involved efforts 

to enable its management to concentrate on.its primary marketing function, 

selling off of entities that have no direct bearing on its agricultural 

-marketing operations (including swapping of assets with the Malawi Development 

Corporation), and assessment of its monopsony position in marketing in order 

to determine the potential for involvement of private traders in smallholder 

marketing. Efforts were also to be made by Government to improve smallholder 

producer and output pricing taking into account the effect of these on 

ADMARC's financial health. 

e. Land Policy 

Lastly, in light of our analysis in Part I of the effects of policies 

toward land allocation in the smallholder and estate sectors, we would once 

again call attention to the critical importance of land distribution in Malawi 

for future growth. Despite the very useful Land Policy Study carried out by 

the Bank, to date structural adjustment lending has not exerted a major 

influence in this essential policy area. We would support recent proposals, 

suggested as part of the preparation for SAL IV, that call for three studies 

of land issues. These are a nationwide land use and soils capabilities study, 

a study of pilot efforts to register land titles under the Customary Land Act 

(security of tenure, effect on productivity and conservation, etc.), and a 
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study to measure the comparative efficiency of the smallholde~ and e~,t~)te 

sectors in their utilization of the factors of production and adoption of 

technologies. Given the continuing expansion of land under estates, few 

policy issues are more urgent and more important to the structure of future 

agricultural growth in Malawi than that of land policy. 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper has examined the extent and patterns of agricultural 

growth in Kenya, Malawi and Tanzania since the mid-1960s. Part I described 

the contributions of macroeconomic and sectoral policies to agricultural 

growth in each. Using the analysis of performa~ce and policies presented in 

Part I as the background, Part II has reviewed the World Bank's economic and 

sectoral analysis and advice in each country as well as its experience with 

project and structural adjustment lending. In short, this paper has examined 

two basic questions: 1) where has agricultural growth occurred in the three 

countries and what factors serve to explain this growth? 2) what has been the 

particular role of the World Bank in contributing to this growth? 

Country Policies and Performance 

Part I, briefly summarized, indicates that Kenya and Malawi have done 

quite well in terms of growth of export crop production but Kenya's 

performance has been far superior in reconciling growth with equity. Tanzania 

has done least well on growth of export crops, including those grown by 

smallholders. Tanzania's efforts to sustain policies to promote equity have 

been severely hampered by lack of economic growth. Malawi's strong export 

growth has diverted attention from examination of basic structural constraints 

to increased smallholder production as well as attention to technological 

constraints that have adversely affected smallholder performance. 

Kenya's and Malawi's macroeconomic policies have been far more 

conducive to growth than those of Tanzania. These two countries have also 

provided a more stable institutional environment for development than 
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Tanzania. Kenya built on its admittedly superior institutional base inherited 

at Independence to broaden smallholder access to institutional servicesv 

Malawi maintained a narrow base in favor of the estate sector at the cost of 

incentives and investment opportunities for the smallholder sector. 

Tanzania's experiments with different institutional arrangements destabilized 

the environment for smallholder production resulting in substantially reduced 

production of most cash crops, including critical export crops. 

The Role of the World Bank 

Descriptions of specific Bank contributions in individual countries 

have been set forth in Part II in some detail. This brief conclusion 

abstracts from that discussion a number of observations about the Bank's 

operations that are more general and cross-cutting. 

The Bank's consistent focus on the importance of the smallholder 

sector for overall economic growth has been noteworthy in all three 

countries. In spite of this, the achievements, with the exception of those in 

smallholder tea and coffee in Kenya, have been relatively limited. We have 

argued that the Bank's greatly expanded lending for agricultural and rural 

development in the 1970s resulted from broad policy initiatives from top 

management as well as from external factors such as the general international 

economic environment of the 1970s. These factors had a significant influence 

on the character of the Bank's development assistance for agricultural 

development --even more so than did country specific constraints, the Bank's 

rich operational experience and the substantial expertise of its staff. In 

light of these considerations, it is not surprising that the Bank's assistance 
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was not particularly effective in achieving equitable growth, especially where 

the policy and institutional environments were not favorable. 

A further consequence of this ''investment approach'' stems from the 

fact that ag~iculture is a poor direct absorber of capital at the early stages 

of development. Its ability to use capital efficiently is highly dependent on 

the complementary development of other sectors, especially the infrastructure 

and education sectors. Lack of attention to complementary investments in 

these sectors also helps explain the limited success achieved in smallholder 

agriculture in East Africa. 

In light of the Bank's concern with smallhulder agriculture, and 

given the somewhat similar natural resource and political/institutional 

endowments of the three countries as wall as considerable commonality in the 

crops they grow, one would have expected that the Bank's treatment of each 

country wouid have been fairly similar. Yet the analysis in Part II indicates 

that the Bank's treatment of each was quite different. In some sense each . . 

country dealt with a different Bank because there was not a consistent 

approach to fundamental agricultural development questions that was applied to 

each (it is in this respect that the point made early in Part II about the 

influence of individual Bank staff perspectives has particular relevance). 

There was a kind of accommodation between the Bank and each individual country 

in which to some extent the policy advice, and especially the composition of 

the lending portfolio (at least in the 1970s), was strongly influenced by the 

policy predispositions of policymakers in recipient countries. In particular 

there was a mutuality of interest between the Bank's objectives concerning 

resource transfers and recipient governments' sociopolitical objectives --

regional income distribution, food security, etc. While the reasons for this 
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mutuality of interest are understandable, the paper argues that, when 

operationalized in projects, it frequently did not re&ult.in increased 

agricultural growth (Kenya and Tanzania). Or it led to a pattern of growth 

that, despite the Bank's best intentions, was not broadbased (Malawi). 

The Bank's focus on policy reform in the 1980s has gone a long way 

toward confronting the problem of country policies that discourage growth or 

that have led to patterns of growth that are insufficiently broadbased. 

Nonetheless, two caveats must be made about the achievements of this recent 

policy based emphasis. First, the Bank's ability to encourage countries to do 

things that they have been particularly reluctant to do has been fairly 

limited, e.g., grain market liberalization in Kenya, exchange rate adjustment 

in Tanzania (until very recently), and limiting the licensing of land for 

estates in Malawi. Perhaps in no area is this more the case than with respect 

to the thorny political question of land policy. Yet our analysis in Part I 

suggests that in both Kenya and Malawi this policy issue_is of fundam~ntal 

importance to long term agricultural growth. ~ile we recognize that this is 

an extremely sensitive and difficult political area, we also believe that its 

importance argues for the Bank attempting: 1') to search for creative and more 

effective ways to insinuate this issue into its policy dialogue with the two 

countries; and 2) making available the highest quality analytical support 

with which to do the analysis that can serve as a basis for implementing 

potential reforms. 

A second area that in our view has received and continues to receive 

insufficient attention in the Bank's policy reform thrust of the 1980s is that 

of building the capacities of recipient countries for agricultural policy 

formulation and implementation. The analysis in this paper has repeatedly 
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called attention to the fact that a major contributing factor to the poor 

performance of the Bank's agricultural portfolio in the 1970s was the lack of 

analytical and administrative/management capability in each of the three 

countries. This will continue to be a major bottleneck to significantly 

improved agricultural performance. The Bank has not been particularly 

sensitive to this problem to date nor is it clear that the Bank has a 
comparative advantage in developing this capability. We would nonetheless 

argue that at a minimum the Bank needs to exert its considerable influence as 

a coordinator of donor assistance to encourage those bilaterals with 

demonstrated comparative advantage in this area to capitalize on these 

comparative strengths. 

The lessons of our analysis of the Bank's portfolio in East Africa 

suggest that the essential fine tuning of pol~cies and programs necessary to 

promote agricultural growth will require action in three major areas. These 

are: 1) a substantial investment in human capital that can create a much 

larger reservoir of trained manpower to undertake critical analytical and 

implementation functions; 2) building and/or strengthening institutions that 

can provide the full range of agricultural services necessary for a thriving 

agricultural sector; and 3) creating considerably more capacity for data 

collection and analysis efforts that can provide essential indigenous 

knowledge on which to base more informed and effective agricultural policies 

and programs. 

Since the mid-1980s the Bank has moved toward a more judicious blend 

of policy reform and investments than was true earlier when one was emphasized 

to the exclusion of the other. Our detailed analysis of the Bank's lending 

experience over two decades suggests that to meet the requirements for 
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modernizing smallholder agriculture the Bank will need to do more to: 

understand the social, political and ethnic factors that motivate 
government policies and that in turn have a significant influence 
on Bank's ability to realize Bank-funded project objectives; 

understand .and assess the relative importance of microeconomic 
factors that influence producer decision making in the context of 
Bank-funded projects; 

addr~ss the problem of the risks and uncertainties of international 
markets risks and uncertainties that, as we.have documented, 
have not been adequately reflected in the Bank's policy advice and 
investments; 

better determine how to advise countries with strong comparative 
advantage in primary commodities that have poor prospects in the 
global market; 

adopt a longer term perspective (15 to 20 years) for articulating 
with the recipient government the requisite components and the 
necessary sequencing of an agricultural development strategy for a 
given country. 

Finally, we note that in the last several years in both Kenya and 

Malawi the Bank has begun to move in the direction of addressing a number of 

fundamental constraints that have limited its success in the period reviewed 

in this paper. Efforts to improve the quality of agricultural research 

systems and extension, credit and marketing services all focus on problem 

areas that have plagued the effectiveness of Bank programs in the past in East 

Africa. This renewed focus on some old problems, coupled with an emphasis on 

the importance of appropriate policies and a new (and sustained) emphasis on a 

strengthened human resource and institutional base, will hopefully allow the 

Bank to, over the long term, make a significantly increased contribution to 

future agricultural development in East Africa~ 
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Annex 

Description of World Bank Agricultural Crop Projects l/ 

The material in this Annex is taken from Table 9 in c. Jones, "A Review 
of World Bank Agricultural Assistance to Six African Countries." Paper 
prepared for MADIA Study. May 20, 1985. ' 
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Dhtriet} 

Sullholdero 
cOAtl'llct 

·'faraere 

(Tane Rlvar 
Dilltdct) 

HadSua-acela 
t.r•r• (aore 
than 20 ha) 
(Harok 
Dhtrlct) 

Nucleus set•tea/ 
aullholder 
outarowere 
(Nyanza Su~ar 
Belt 11nd 
lil&•hi Su~tar 
Zono) 

lxecutlnl Anencr fuact!oaa 

Thta pro.~et woul• he ax.cuted by South Nyaaza Su~ar ~~mpanJ tt•. 
The auRar eoap&ftJ woul• furniah all productto• tnpute to out-rowera 
an• recover Ita coat• upon dallvary of faraera' cans to the facto~, 
ub!ch would bo ft.,nca4 under the pro1cct. The r~aaJ uoull aleo 
provide eztana!oa ••rvtcaa to outarowers. 

The National lrrtaatlon loard (Nil) vould have ovar•ll reaponal~ility 
for carryiDl out the pro.lsct. 

•• The §18 would ~rchaae inputo required ~, fara.r~. Coot or the 
lnpute and tha operative and aalntenance ccata of the irr!gatloa 
•Y•t•• would ~ ropaid by the fAraar frOR cottoa aale proc••••· 

2. lxtenetoa aervtcea woul• be provide• by Nil. 
l. Nll woul4 have aonopsony purchasin& riAht• to taasata• •••• 

cotton. which would be proc•••ed tn the Jlnn•rr owaed aa4 operate• 
operated by HII, and f!aance• under the pro.iect. 

The project would be faple .. nJed throuah the d1etrlct level eervic•• 
nor .. llJ reapoaaihla for the vartoue acttvltlaa concsrao• o~ar tha 
Director of the Dietrlct Aarlcultural Offlee~ vho would .. Aaatgaatc• 
•• pro.1act c:oorcUutor. 

1. The project would provlda laproved ezteneton aarvlc:••• 
2. Seaeonal and .. dtua-tera credit uould he provlled tb~ouAh the 

dtatrict office of Arc. which would ~. etranathened un4er the 
project. 

r.cueate 

"nla project 
~14 4evalcp 
2.f,so ha 
•uclaua aatate 
ausarc:aae 
••• 1.n"n ba 
Cllt,rover 
.... arcau. 

The project would rehabilitate and expand four •uaar coapanlea which vcu14 
would execute the crop develop&ent and proceaataa CCMpOQaata of tha.prcjeet. 

l. Tho euaar cogpaniae uould ftnanca outar~r operation. tbroua~ 
OUtJrover loaao and would deduct loaa repay.meDU fra the 
faraara• cane aale proceeds. 

2. The auaar companlaa wou14 proceea t~e caae Ia thetr factort••• 
which woul• be rehabilitated and expand•• uDder the project. 



!!!!!. 
l'rojac~ 
(Date of l~provel) 

rtna•cla~; 
($US HUlton) 

C~:op Foc:ua Tarttet Croup Fxeeutl.n« A~eacy l'llnc:tlona 
l".ot~~~~~~~lttl 

8., rourt~ Aartcultural IBID 25,.Q Cu~ cropa, Hot 1peclfled The Project would finance technical aervlcea ~o Improve AFC'e Czoe•tt IDA 10.0 f0041 crape, (national) operatta1 c:apactry and a ltne of credit to aeaist I• flnaRctnl{ r.ovt u.o 1tvel9tock AFC'a Jend1nK pro~ras. U-19-IU d.o 
taxea 3.0 

.50.0 

'· Cotta. rroceaatna IDA 22.0 Cotton ilcaproveuat of A Project r~ordiRattns/Steertns Co.alttae wout• ._ eetahllebed. and Karbttna Coyt 1.3 I'Oit-barveat CLHSI would continua to be the asln lnatitu~toa raeponaible for 29.3 handltn~~t of for tapleacntlnR Covernaent pcltclea fn the cottoa aector. (4-27-12) taxea 4.1 cotton) 
30" I. CLSHI burlnR teaee for aeed cotton operate fa areas where 

cooperative aoveaent ta jud~ed too weak to uadartake e.rkettna 
function•. Project would support acttwltles of CLSHI 
hurlnr: tea~~ta. 

2. •In the ahort-tera. however, the preaent ~laoraenlxatlon of the 
'tnnarlea coupled with poor backward li~•&•a to tho huriaa aad 
tranaport sy1te• uould aaka tranftport of ee~d cotton to the ataqerlaa 
prohlhlttwely axpenalve, •• ~•ltln~ tl .. at bewlnJ centera and 
at huJinl centers en~ alnnerlea vould dtacourepa private truckere 
fro. carr,lna out their taake at affordoblo prleaa. Therefore, CI.JnOI 
voulct durtns the pro1ect period he reeponatbla for orttanhlnat and 
coordlnatln• traneport of 8eed cotton fro~ huJinl cantara to 
«lnnertee ftlther ln Ita own t~ucks or Ia those owned hJ eonparatlvea 
or hJ private truckere." (SAR, pera. 1.08). 

]. The project vould iaprova ~SHB'e atoraae fac11ittaa for oeed cottoa 
and cotton Unt. 

4. Tho pro.~et would rehabilitate and expand eooperotlwe and CLRKR 
glnntna factlltlea. 

20 .. Katloftal lzteneton IDA 15.0 Hllise. beana, S•llboldere Ove~all reeponmthlllty fnr Project iapleaentatlon would he with the IF AD 6.0 cotton, (national) Hlnletrr of Atrleulture. (6-14-113) Con 2.5 coffee. n;r •u~earcane, 
Under the pro.1ect, Kenya'• A~erlcultural (crop) eztenefon aarvlc~• taxee 5.1 potatoee 
vnuld he reoraan!zed and lntenelfted follcwlnft the tralnlnR and wlalt 2i:6 eyete• approach. 



~ 

rroject 
(Date of Approval) 

Aartcultural Cr~edlt 

(ll-23-65) 

'• Flue-Cured 
Tobacco Project 

(IG-06-70) 

l. S.allholder Te& 

(3-Dl-72) 

nnancfna 
($US HUUon) 

IDA 
Co-ope, 

NDCA. NDC, 
& private 
technical 
partnen 

IDA 
Tobacco 

Board 
Covt. 

IDA 
UORA.D 
Govt. 

5.0 

2.1 r.r 

9.00 

.88 
4.85 

l4.1J 

10.50 
1.86 
3.72 

n:oa 

Crop Focua 

AU ujor 
•Rricultural 
products 

Tobacco 

Te• 

Target Group 

Sullholdere 
(natJond 
in scope) 

Sullholders 
(Tabora and 
Hbeya Reftlona) 

S:sallholdeu 
(areas of 
Jlukoba, 
Weat Uaaabar.a, 
Rungwe, and 
Lupe~tbe) 

l!xecutinR ARency Function• 

NDCA (National Developaent Credit ARency) fa the tapleaenttna asency. 
'!he pro.tect vHl provide short-ten~ credit in the fora of 
ferttltzera and peatic:tdea, aediua-tera credit for farQfnK, 
datrylnft and ftahfnR equlpaent, and long-tera credit for tea and 
ataal aaallholdar davalopaent and ltaht aartcultural procea8ins 
facllttlea. The project would lend to and through faraera' 
cooper aU vea. 

National tobacco developaent Ia the reaponalbtllty of the 
Hlnlatry of AAriculture, Food, and Cooperattvee In which a 
Tobacco Section is to be eatahliahed to coordinate activities. 
A Tobacco Project Group would he aet up in Tahora to overeae 
all flue-cured tobacco developaent In the project area. 

1. Credit provided under the project to faraera, cooperative•• 
TTft (TanRanytka Tobacco ftoard), and TTPC (Tanzania Tobacco 
Proceaatn~ Ooapany) would be channeled throuRh the NnCA. 
NDCA would be reaponalble for procurlnK fara tnputa. 

2. F.xtenalon aervicea provided by the Tobacco Project Group. 
3. TTft haa aonopaony purchaetn~ rl~hta to tobacco crop. 
4. Project will construct central atora~e, procee•inR,· and 

auctlonln~ facilittee. ProceaalnR Ia carried out by the 
TTPC under the control of the TTB, wblch fa reaponatble for 
tobacco aarketlnR• 

The project would be ~x~cuted by Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA). 

I. TROR Ia the credft channel for loans to TTA and the cooperatlvea •. 
To TTA ft wl~l sake available cred•t for the procesalnK equlpaent, 
leaf collection aervlc:ea, office ~qutpeent, and thft eat~hltahaent 
of nureertea. To the cooperatives it wo~ld aake available for · 
on-lendlnR to project ~rowers the fund• required for flnancloR 
tea att•pa a~ fertilizer. A fixed aua wOuld be deducted by TTA 
factory for repayaent of TROB loan= to coopereti~•• for purchase 
of planttnft aaterfal and ~aterial land f•rtllt:er. TTA would 
re~lt the proceeda of ceae directly to TftDI. 

2. ~xtenslon aervlcea provided by TTA. 
l. TTA'• Jesf collection and proceaafnft capacity would be increaaed 

under the project. 

r~nt• 

'lbe National 
Developaent 
Credit ~ency 
wa11 renaaed 
Tan&antan 
Rural 
nevelopaent 
hnk (TRPI). 



!!!!!!! 
fi'Ojact 
(Dete of Approval) 

C.ita Cotton 

(1-08-74) 

5. Ciahewnut Develo,.ent 

(5-21-74) 

•• l:ijOM lur.t 
hvelop~~ent 

(6-06-74) 

Financ:ln~ 

IDA 
Co.t. 

IIRD 
CATA 
Covt. 

IDA 
UHCDF 
Covt. 

17.5 
6.5 n:r 

21.0 
4.7 
4.6 

3t'i:J 

10.0 
1.5 
1.8 

TI:I 

Crop Foc:ue 

Cotton, uh:e 

Caohevnute 

Maize, beans, 
cotton, 
111roundnuta 

Terftllt Croup 

Sullholdeu 
(Gelta 
Dhtr!ct 
In Huanza 
leftlon) 

Sullholclen 
(LfncJI and 
Htvara lleglone 
and the 
Tunduru 
Dhtrlct of 
RuYWU~ lte~~tlcn) 

Saallholders 
(Kt~eoaa KeRion) 

!xecntlng Aftency Punc:Uona 

Project 1Jnit with headquarters at Celta would be eat ap ac a eeat
autonosoua division of the Tanzanian Cotton Authority (TCA). Cotton 
and aalze aarkattn" are handled by statutory aarketinR a~enci••· 

. I. Project would provide for a procureaent officer to be attached 
to TIDB to handle procureMent in thla and other IDA projecta. 

2. Project will provide credit In kind for the purchaee of 1eaaonal 
inpute for cotton and aalze, the hire of tractor aarvic••• and 
the purchase of tractora. Credit would be channeled thrOURh the 
TROW. ~toject vlll provide c:ooperetlwe credit auperwleora. 
Cooperative• uoul~ deduct cre~it repayaenta fro. faraera• eottoa 
aale proceed•• All cotton ~revere would be requlr~d to re1ioter 
v!th the cnoporattve tQ vhlch they would aell their cotton. Only 
cotton ~revere would receive credit for aal:e tnputa. 

The project vould be iaple.ented by the Caehewnut Authority of 
Tanscnla (CATA),.an independent etatutory body eet up in 1~73, 
deelanated to coordinate all aapecta of production, proceeetn1 and 
aarketln~ of caehewnutao 

I. An ••t•n•ion and RradlnR aervice would be aet up within CATA. 
2. CATA haa aonopaony riRhta to purchaaee of rev caahevnuta. 
3. Project would finance CATA proceea1nR and etcrafte factlittea 

for r.aahewnut Shell f.lqutd. 

The fte~tonal Deyelo~nt Directo~ vould be reaponalble for owerall 
project plannln1 and !~ple•entatfon. 

I. The le~fonal Cooperative Uni~n (Union) would aubalt a loan 
request to TRPI to cover the requests for ••aaonal 1np~tl by 
village• approved by the union. The Unfon would aleo ~~rrov 
aedlua-tar. credit fro• TRDB for it• ovn trea•port needa and 
for on-lendlnft to vllla~ea for production lafraetructure. 
TJDR would procure the fnputo for approvad loans and arran~• 
for their ahipaent to ~IRoaa. The llnloe voald arranR• for 
dlatributlon to the vl~lagea. 

2. Union would buy and collect vlllaRe cropc fro. which eeaaonal 
credit cher~ea are deducted. · 

l. The cooperative• act as •arkettnft a~enta for the paraetatala. 
The .arketfnR of nalze, heana, cotton and wroundnut• f• 
controlled hy paraBtAtftls vlth •onopsony purchaetn~ rffthts. 

Cotw~Hnte 



!!!!!! 
fnjllet rtunctns Crop foc:ua Taraet Croup F.xeeutlftl A•enc:y Punc:tlona f'.otR~tnta 
(Dete of ~uproval) (tUS HUlton) 

, . llllGIIHI'O 1uaar IUD 9.G Suau Judna .. tflte/ ltloahero ftuaar eo.,.n, Ltd. (KSC) would have ov.rall n.~to,oeat of 7,100-aere 
IDA 9.0 IJ!Uilholder r .. ponlllhUtty for unaRln~~t the protect. llluttar ••t•te. n.walopiNnt (t-05-74) D&lteh outarcuen of !,400 acrce for out-
Covt u.n (IUoaa I. f'~at of land daw.Jopaant and •~ten•lon aervlcea • RI'OVerlll. P.xpanaloa of 

O.ateb Dhtrlct Ia provld~• ., KSr. would be recovered fra. outRrowara 2,200 aeraa af ••tetlnR Govt 17.] ltoro~toro •y deductlona froa cane aales. c.t~trower• llantl. 
CoYt 9.5 reRion) 2. Project vould flnanc~ the conatructton of a !atate ... outarowwr l5.i eu1e1' factory. pro,rea coeted At 

D~S2~.n .tllfo"; the 
factory eoaponeat co~ted 
at II!'&SU.IIC' ~o~dllton. 

8. letioul Hllhe IDA 18.0 Hd11e Sli!IIUholdeu A fro.1ect !Cen!eh~ llntt (PSII) would he .. taltUahelf ta the Pl'ojact A.IF.DU s.o (national) Crop Production Dlvlelon of the Hlntatry of Aarteulture. 
Covt U.l 

(U-23-75) f•r•r• 4.0 •• The fSU vout• b. reaponalhle for proeurl•J aad 
"B:T dletrtbutlnR .alae produetlnn lnputa eold for eG•h 

at aabel41zad prleea. 
2. rsu would provl4e technical •upport to ra-lonst 

•Krleulturel etaff. 

'· ta aoat re~lons the prtnary cooperative •oeletlea uout' 
purchase .alee at the vlll•s• level. aetfnR •• •a••ta of 
the lrttllonat eooperathe union, which In tun llfOultll act 
•• &ftent for the National Hllllaa Corpor~tloa (MDC). 
In reJione vbere the coop~rative eyateA te unahle 
to aarkat .al•• efficiently, the ~ voul• purehe•e 
dtreetlr fro111 proJect vtllaates. 

'· Toaaeee Proeesolna IDA e .. o Tchaec:o (Ta~~uaah Tobaeec Authority of T~a2ania (TAT) would have overall TAT directly reaponslltla TAT o.a Tobacco napon•thlltty for: pro.teet tnplew.entetlon. 'M'PC would for all facet• of the (t-07-16) nrc 2.5 PcoeeaalnJ hawe specific reaponslhtllt' for tna expaneiCft of proeea~inR tohaeco huluatey btcludtRr.r TI:l CollilfUIRJ t f.td. facllttle11" capar.lty nnd fnr th.- ~oncatruet Ina of atora~a aupPrwtatoa of ,rcw .. r•; (TFPC)J and tnrraatrurturo at th .. plant. TTPr. te o wholly own..d roaearch OR cultivation, auhddhry of TAT. proc•••l•R ani .. r\etln~a 
eotltcol oqr traaelfQI't 
and procceal•ll!l al!l• tlwt 
r•,..•1~trlnw nf Nritetlntr. 



~ 

Project 
(Date of Approval) 

1. Tabore lural 
Develop~ent 

(4-26-71) 

II. Second Ca.hewnut 
hvelor-ent 

U-16-78) 

12. Tobacco Handling 

(5-16-78) 

ll. ~anza/Shlnyan1• 
Rural Developaent 

(5-21-78) 

Financing 
($US HHU.on) 

IDA 
Canada 
ODH (UK) 
Cov·t 
Benef. 

IDA 
Covt. 
NBC 

IDA 
Covt. 

IDA 
IFAD 
Covt. 
l'lenef. 

7.20 
4.80 
5.60 
5.26 
0.64 

2'"i:50 

27.5 
6.6 
2.2 

J6.'J 

14.0 
6.5 

20.5 

12.0 
12.0 
4.8 
1. 7 

30.5 

Crop Focua 

Cotton, 
Rroundnuta. 
aortt._, paddy 

Caahevnuta 

Tobacco 

MAize, 
aorshta, 
ca•sava, 
l.lveatoclt • 
cotton 

Tarftet Croup 

Sutlholden 
(Nze~ta and 
lftUnJJa 
Dfatricta tn 
Tahora rertlon) 

leaahewnut 
Authority of 
Tenzanlal 

S~~alJholdera 

Sullholdere 
(Hwanza and 
Shlnyanga 
re~tlona). 

lxecutlnR A~«mcy Functlona 

The leftlonal Adalnlatr~tfon would have overall reaponalhlllty 
for the pro.1ect. The pro.1ect would be executed throu,;h the 
Restonal and Dlatrlct functional unita or paraatatala •• 
appropriate under the direction of the 'e~lonal PlannlnK 
Officer •••feted by a pro.1ect coordinator. 

I. The crop co•ponent would be ad•lnlatered hy the Re~lonal 
A~rlcultural Develop.ent Office (RADO). 

2. For the cotton vUIA~~:ea, TCA vould continue to be 
reaponatble for the dlatrl~atlon of l.prove~ aeed and 
lnpute for cotton, aorRhUN and Kroundnuta. The Mtnletry 
of ARrlculture an~ r4operatlvea would arranR• to provide 
t•proved seed for paddy. aor~hu. and ftroundnut• to the 
peddy-cultivatln~~: wlllaRes. Other lnputa for paddy 
vlllaftea would be pro~ided by TCA. 

The project would be lapleaented and .enaRed by the 
Caahewnut Authority of Tanzania. 

The project would finance the eetahllehaent and related 
lnfraatruc:ture of tnree caehewnut proceaalnft facilities and 
the extenalon of port etora~e facilftiee for CHSL. 

Tobacco Authority of Tanzania (TAT) would have overall 
reapondhlllty for pro.lect heple.entatfon. 

I. TftDI would provide •eaaonal credit to ••allholdere 
for the purchaee of polythene hulkinR h•R• and .edlu.
ter~ credit to vlllaRe• for the conatructlon of ballnR 
end Rradln~~: centers. 

'-• The project would alao include come ancillary tnveat•en~a 
in exiRtlnR TAT proceaslnR and atorA~e facltltlea and 
aervlcea. 

l•pleaentatlon of the SKI'fcuttural coaponent ~uld be 
under the overall reaponalhlltty of the reapectfye 
~e~lonal A~rtcultural nevelo~nt Offtcera. 

·a. The Tanzania r4tton Authority or other relevant aRencfea 
would be re•ponafble for tranaportlnK to the vllla~e• 
the l•proved aeeda and dreaalnR 1 provided by the project. 
theae lnputa vould be sold fn cooperatl•e•. 

2. Eztenaton eervlc~a would be the r~aponalbillty of the 
ntatrlct ARrlcultura I llevel op~~~ent Officers. 

eo..ente 



TANZANIA 

Project 
(Date of Approval) 

14. Tanun!a lural 
Developaent lank 

(l-04-80) 

15. Pyrethrum troject 

(4-20-80) 

16. Cuin Storaae 
and Hllllns 

(5-o6-80) 

17. SuUholder 
Tea Conoolldatlon 

(6-03-80) 

18. Coconut Pilot 

(ID-07-80) 

Financing 
(SUS Htl llon) 

IDA 
Govt 
TRDft 

lOA 
Covt 

IDA 
Covt 

InA 
NOR AD 
Govt 

IPA 
Covt 

10.00 
l.qft 
.so 

12.7R 

10.0 
2.7 

12.7 

41.0 
14.4 
57:4 

14.0 
1.6 
4.2 

19.'1' 

6.ft 
1.7 
R:5 

Crop P'ocua 

AIJ cropa 

Pyrethru. 

Crain 

Tea 

r.oconuta 

Tl!rttet Group 

Sutlholders 

Saallholders 
(Hbeya and 
Irtnga 
reRiona) 

(National 
Htlltng 
f'.orporatlon l 

S~~al1holdera 
(Rungwe. 
N.1oa~be, 
Balcohn, and 
Luahoto 
cUat'tlcta) 

(Prturlly an 
a~rtcnltural 
reae11rch 
protect I 

F.xecutfn~ Ap;ency Functions 

The pro.~ct would otrf'n~thf'n TltllR u an tnat1tut!on and 
provide IIS$6.0 atlllon In cre~tt for on-lendlnp;, prtaarlly 
to vtlla~ea for rural develoPMent actlvtttes. Credit Ja 
~enerally recovered throur.h cror paraat11tale, vltlch are 
authorized to de~1ct ,. certain percentaRe mat of the proceeda 
of village account• at the ttae of crop ~archaae. 

The Tan~~tanyllra Pyrethru111 Rnard (TPI\) would have reaponathtllty fo't" 
haple~~~entatlon of the Rllll'lllhol-ter production coil!ponent of the pro.1ect. 

1. TPB would produc~ ~~d dhtrltmte I"'Proved plantlnR Mtertat free 
of charge and prov~e extenslon services. 

2. TPft has ~nopaonv on· purchase of dried pyrethrua flovera, which 
it purchases through licensed htayera. 

The pro.tect would f~rov~ M3nage.ent practlcea and 
atrengthen the lnatltuttonnl cftpsclty of ~ to procure, 
transport, atore and ~Ill food crops. 

The protect would he f111nple~nted by Tanzania Tea 
Authority (TTA). 

1. ~ee Flrat Saa1Jho1der Tea Protect for a description 
of TTA•a acttvltleo. 

2. The second phase woulcf finance only a .. rJtlnal area 
plantlnft progra• of ahout 200 ha and would focua on 
tncreaslnR TTA 1

11 collection, proceaslnR and atoraRe 
capac tty. 

The Hlnlatry of A~rtculture would he reaponalhle for the 
project. The f'~raan Agency for Technical f'4o~ratlon, which 
Ia ffnl'lnclnft the pilot phase of the National f'4conut 
Deve)opt~~ent Pro.tect, would be contracted to lii!Ple~~ent the 
pro.1ect. The pro.1ect would aesht ln the forlllllbtlon of a 
technical packatte for btproved production of coconut• and 
train local staff to carry out pro.1ecta related to the 
rehahllJtfttlon of the coconut Industry. tt has no direct 
SMllholder production COII!Ponent. 

f'.olftll!nta 



:!!.!.. 
Project Fin~~odnR Crop Focus TarRet Group F.xecutlnR ARency Punctfona C:O...nt11 (Data of Approval) ($US HUlton) 

Ltlon.- IDA 6.0 Habe, s-uholders Thfa project, and the other area developpent projects, would be 
Local 1.0 1roundnuta, executl!d by Progra• Or~anhattona aet up under the A,tr:tcultural 

(2-01-68) r.o tobacco Develo~nt Branch. The ARrfcultural Develop~~ent lranch vas 
eatabllahed vlthtn the Depart~nt of ARrlculture to ••••.ae 
reaponafbtUty for u.tor a~ricultural develop~~ent acbeaec fthe 
Departaent of Anrl«"ulture was later upRracfed to the Htniatry of 
Agriculture and Natural Rea~arcea). 

I. The Fal"IIM!r•a HarkatlnK lloar.t (rena•ell AllHARC in 1970) would 
purchaae all lnputa and distributes thea throu(llh it~ Mrltat8. 

2. Pro(llra• ataff vUl faaue purchase ordera for 1110oda; credit 
repay.ent Ia collected by ~R throu~h deduction• froe crop 
aalea to FHB. 

1. F.xtenaton would be provided by Pro~ra• Staff. 
4. FHB baa .onopaony ourchaalnR rfKhts to cotton, ftround~ta, and 

tobacco; It fa the buyer of last reaort for aulae. 

. Shhe IDA 3.70 C~tton, Saallholden 
Local .94 utze 

(2-01-68) 4.64 

I. Lilongwe-ll IDA 7.25 Maize, Stullholdera 
Govt .94 sroundnute, 

(S-o4-71) Far-.era .40 llveatock, 
8.59 tobacco 

~- Karonaa IDA 6.6 Rlce, aulze, 
Ccvt 0.8 cotton, 

(1-il-72) PariiiCra 0.4 1rous;adnuta, 
7.8 Uveatock 

5. Shire-II IDA 10.5 r.otton, llolll:te S~~~allholdera 
ADtARC 1.3 aorghua, 

U-2D-72) Covt 1.7 sroundnuts, 
13.5 rice, cocoa 

6. Lilongwe-III IDA 8.5 Maize, Sullholcfers 
UHCDP 1.6 groundnuts, 

(J-2D-7S) Covt 1.0 tobacco, 
Farura 0.2 livestock" 
D:alanya111111 '\ 

ltanch 0.2 
ADHARC 0.6 

12.1 

,..,..-



!!!!!. 
Project 
(ht• of Approftl) 

• K&!.rac~5-U 

(6?15-76) 

•~r.-nt 

(6-o6-7e) 

• IIIDP-1 
(CHIOU.atlon 
of LUo.av•) 

(11-11-78) 

'· RDP-IU 
(laroasa-Chitlpa) 

(1&-31-11) 

.. DDP-IY 
(Dedaa HUb &M 
LUoape laat 
D.valo,..nt Areaa) 
(4-5-13) 

l. lealllaolcler 
f•rUUur 

(4-26-13)' 

rtnandnK 
(fUS HilUon) 

IIID 9.2 
AllHAIC 0.1 
Covt. 2.1 n:r 
IDA 10.7 
eo .. t. • •• n:r 

IDA 22.0 
C!D.\ 2.6 
Q)F U.l 
Ul 11.7 
Cenuny 6.6 
ADHAIC 1.5 
Covt. 8.5 

i6.0 

IDA 7.3 
Govt. 1.3 

T.6 

IDA 10.6 
CoYto l.t 

1r.f 

IDA s.oo 
I FAD 10.21 
Ccvt. 2.76 
AJ»tA..C 11.93 

lOT 

Crop rocua 

Ilea, Mlae, 
cotton, 
ar0td4nuta. 
lhaatock 

Cotton, •Ill•, 
eorabUJI, 
alllet, rlce, 
ercundnute 

Ndu, 
aroundnuta, 
tobacco, 
Uve11tock 

lice, •I••• 
cotton, beaa11 

Uweatoek, 
kday tobec:co 

........ 
aroundnutl, 
wheat, beane 
toucco 1 

JIOtatoes 

Cosh, 
food crop• 

Taraet Group 

R•llbohten 

I•Uholitlau 

S...Uholden 

Sullholden 

S...llholden 

S..Uholden 
(national 
in kope) 

F.xecuttn~ Aaency Functfone t:oa.Dente 

The Hlntatry of Aarlculture en~ Naturel Jeeourcea woul• have the 
•reaponal~!llty for lapleaentlnA the N•nr proxr••· The cOttntrr Ia 
divided inta etRht HanaKeaent Unite (Hti) which will ... lalater one 
Aaricultural ~•elopaent Dtvlelon {Ann). On averaMe, each Ann 
vfll ~ divided Into five Develop.ent Areaa (DA}. The MAMR aad 
ADHARC would continue to execute the ••~ functlone •• under 
prevtoue dewalopaent pro~rA.a. 

ADHARC woul~ be ra1ponolhla for 
the phyelcal l~leaentatlon of the 
fertlli&er procureaent proRr ... 

•1o1e teatlt•tloa lewolvad 
I• fuadle1 procur ... et aed 
•tatrl~tloe ~f fertlllaer 
to a .. tl .. ldere. Por the 
... ,._ tel'll It ia coaal4er•• 
.. tlkelJ ~hat ••r ot~r 
leatlt•tloaal arr••• ... •t 
would .. ••1• to provt•• a 
ca.parat(Yely effeetlve 
•l•trlhutloe aervlce.• 
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Project 
(Date of Approval) 

Financing 
($US Million) 

13 .. NTL Agric. Research IDA 
US AID 

(2-19-85) Govt. 

14. Agric~ltural Extension IDA 
USAID 

(9-19-85) Govt. 

15. Industrial & Agric. Cred. IBRD 
Local 

(12-19-85) Other 

23.8 
9.2 

16.9 
49.9 

11.6 
6.2 
2.4 

2ia" 

7.8 
2.2 
4.3 

"'i4:3 

Crop Focus Target Group Executing Agency Functions 

Project helps the Departaent of 
Agricultural Research improve its 
planning, manageaent and technical 
efficiency and to prioritize the 
research prograa. 

The project supports an institutional 
development process aimed at (&) iaproving 
the Ministry of Agriculture's analytical 
and long-tera planning capability; (b) 
strengthening the national extension syatea; 
and (c) upgrading the aanagerial, ad•inis
trative and technical skills of the Depart.ent 
of Agriculture and Planning Division staff. 

The project consists of three coaponents: 
(a) US$3.0 aillion for financing coaaercial 
and industrial inveatNents through INDEB~~; 
(b) US$4.5 aillion for providing credit to 
agricultural estates through INDEBANK, NBM and 
CBM; and (c) US$0.3 .Allton in technical assistance 
funds for helping IHDEBANK strengthen its 
institutions! capabilities. 

CotUents 
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